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The Search Is On

Tobacco
work is
never done

Two candidates to visit MSU
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer
Area tobacco farmers
wrapped up sales for the
1993-94 crop last week and
arc already back in the field
working on the next crop.
"I'd say we had a good season," said Will Ed Clark of the
Western Kentucky Dark-Fired
Tobacco Association.
A total of 6,432,877 pounds
of tobacco was sold across the
auction floor in this district
and five million more was sold
at the barn door.
"That gives us about 11.5
million pounds sold in the district." Clark said. "Last year,
we sold about 9.8 million
pounds."
- _Johnnie Stockdale, agriculture instructor for the young
farmers program, said he
thinks the prices were
excellent.

AMY WILSON/ledge, 6 Times photo

Jean Reck of Kirksey checks the condition of the tobacco plants that
have been placed in the floating plant beds. She and her husband
Arlo grow the plants for area farmers.
"The majority of the tobacco grown in Calloway County
is dark-fired and we had some
of the highest prices we've
had for dark-fired," he said.
"Burley prices dropped a little

and air-cured • -prices weren't
_quite as good. but I think
everyone was pretty happy."
Clark said the reason for the
• See Page 2

Two Murray State University
presidential finalists will be
brought on campus early next
week to meet with various
groups.
According to Sid Easley, vice
chairman of the Murray State
board of regents and chairman of
the presidential search committee, the first finalist will be on
campus Monday to conduct open
forums with students, faculty,
staff, alumni and regional community members.
The second finalist will be on
campus Tuesday.
"We are developing a schedule
for the meetings now," Easley
said.
Although he declined to
release the names of the finalists
or say how many will visit campus, Easley said he is pleased
with the search.
"The candidates coming on
campus arc very well-qualified to

Si / think we would
like the finalists to
know we think
access is very
important... 99
...Shirley Reamer
be president," he said.
The names of individual finalists will be released shortly
before each campus visit.

finalists to know we think access
is very important," she said. "I
think we'd like to feel we would
have good access to the new
president so we can express our
()pinions and concerns. We'd like
a good working relationship.
"I don't know that the committee isn't doing a thorough job
since I am not privy with their
information," she said.
Shannon Barnhill- university
affairs chairperson for Murray
State's Student Government
Associatiok Said she is pleased
with -the—committee's efforts.
"I am glad there will be open
forums and I think it is a good
idea that students can help pick
the president," she said. "I think
we would like someone who will
fight against tuition increases and
for faculty salary increases."
Attempts to reach Faculty
Senate President Nancey France
were unsuccessful.

Joe Hedges, manager of the
MSU News Bureau, said the
groups will get the opportunity to
ask the finalists questions. All
meetings will be held on campus.
Shirley Reamer, president of
Staff Congress, said several staff
representatives will attend the
open forum.
"I think we would like the • See Page 2

Senate committee fails to pass tax, chops projects
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The S46 million new library at
the University of Kentucky?
Gone.
New buildings at community
colleges in Prestonsburg, Ashland
and Hazard? Gone. A $25 million
convention center in Louisville?
Gone. A S50,000 building for the
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services in Carlisle
County? Gone.
From the largest to the smallest. the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee on Tuesday whacked new projects from

the proposed state budget for the
,ncxt two years. And the cutting is
not over as the committee is to
resume today.
The chopping started after the
committee failed to pass a critical
tax bill.
Chairman Mike Moloney, DLcxington, said it caused him
great pain to recommend the cuts,
but said the failure to pass a tax
bill left a budget out of balance.
"And • we have, in my judgment, the responsibility to
attempt to balance that budget in
this committee," Moloney said.
Moloney said the tax bill failed
to get called for a vote because

gg I'm not holding anything hostage. 5,
...Mike Moloney
there were not six members on
the committee who would vote
for it, the minimum number
needed. He also said he would
not attempt to pass the bill without an assurance of the 20 votes
in the Senate needed for passage.
Moloney said the committee
cuts were not a political exercise.
"I'm not holding anything

hostage." he said.
Moloney said some legislators
arc in favor of the cuts, even
without having to vote on a tax
increase.
"There's still an awful lot of
sentiment on this committee to
eliminate projects," Moloney
said.
But Moloney's cuts were also

pointed. The committee for
example, cut the $7 million in
state funding from a planned
football stadium at the University
of Louisville.

and other business groups around
the state have unleashed their full
lobbying against.
The bill would redefine for
sales tax purposes new and
expanded industry and materials
used in manufacturing. That section would raise an estimated $28
million to $30 million per year.
The more controversial part
would triple the property tax rate
on machinery used in manufacturing from 15 cents per $100
assessed valuation to 45 cents.
Pieces started falling at the
beginning of the budget and even

Toe committee action would
still let U of L build its stadium,
but with money coming elsewhere. Sen. Larry Saunders said
that might mean a $2 increase to
the cost of a ticket._
"Since the Louisville Chamber
of Commerce has been so helpful
in the passing of House Bill 455,
they can raise the money," Moloney said.
That bill includes the corporate
taxes that chambers of commerce • See Page 2

Hearings loom in
Clinton's future
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton now faces the troublesome prospect of televised
Whitewatcr hearings in both
houses of Congress.
The investigation that has
plagued the Clinton administration, meanwhile, won its first
plea bargain, from former Arkansas municipal judge David Hale
in Little Rock.
The 408-15 House vote Tuesday. coupled with a unanimous
Senate decision last week in
favor of hearings, amounted to a
retreat by majority Democrats.
House Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt indicated concern that hearings could disrupt
an ambitious congressional agenda, commenting: "While we cannot and should not ignore Whitewater, neither can we allow it to
flood the chamber."

MARK YOUNG/Lodoor

Ttrrws photo

Murray fireman James Eldridge gets a grass fire at Murray State University under control Tuesday afternoon. The fire blackened some ground and
produced a lot of smoke by the overpass on Chestnut Street, but caused no other damage.
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City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p.m in the council
chambers at city hall
Miss MSU Pageant will be held in
Lovett Auditorium at 7-30 p m Saturday
For information, call 762-6987
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paid off with the Senate vote.
Both chambers instructed their
leaders to negotiate the appropriate time and place for hearings,
leaving open the possibility that
talks could fall apart.
But House Republican leader
Bob Michel said, "If something
doesn't happen in the right direction, you'll hear from us."
In the House, a bipartisan
agreement for hearings provided
two chances for an inquiry.
Republicans will be permitted
to exercise their right, under

Until last week, Democrats in
both houses were content to
ignore the issue, preferring to let
special counsel Robert Fiske conduct his probe without any
competition.
But the Republicans' daily
drumbeat for hearings finally • See Page 2
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SPORTS

• Magic Johnson will return to his Old
team, the Los Angeles Lakers, only this
time in a different role — as head coach
Johnson replaces Randy Pfund as
Coach
•

BILL CLINTON

Page 10A

EVENTS
• MSU's

Rodeo Club will host an
Intercollegiate rodeo beginning at 730
p..
m at the Expo Center Thursday and
continue through Saturday. Admission is
$5 for adults, $3 for students and children Thursday and $6 for adults!, $5 for
students and $3 for children Friday and
Saturday
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However, the president said he
has "a good attitude about it
now...

0.4ARK yOuNG Legge, & Tines photo
Employees of Sure-Way Tree Service in Murray work on cutting down a
tree at First Presbyterian Church Tuesday afternoon. The tree was completely gone by early evening

I

Ed Whitfield, Republican
contender for
1st District U.S. Congress
wiII be speaking at

MSL"s Curris Center, Ohio Room
March 23 at 6:30 p.m.
• Public Welcome •
Hosted By The College Republicans
Patal foe by F.: 0 Wh.thta4. P0

House ruks, to invite witnesses
Lk' 3 Banking Committee hearing
to re lc% operations of the Sayings and loan cleanup agency
GOP members have already
invited key witnesses with know I edge of the tailed Madison Guarani!, Say ings and Loan. Investiptors arc trying to determine
whether Madison sent money to
ciimon's Arkansas real estate
venture and paid some of his
gubernatorial campaign debts.
In addition, the House resolution instructed leaders to "determine the appropriate timetable,
procedures and forum for appropriate congressional oversight."
No immunity would be granted to
witnesses and hearings would not
interfere with Fiske's criminal
probe.
Clinton, in an interview published today in USA Today, said
it has been "a little bit difficult"
to have the right attitude about
the controversy surrounding
Whitewater.
"I think we can all admit that
there is no previous president
who has been asked to undergo
this level of scrutiny about something that happened so long
before he became president in the
absence of any credible evidence
that any violation of the law
occurred," Clinton said.

5..

136. Grow, KY 42=

"We're fully cooperating and
trying to help get to the bottom
of it. and I certainly intend to
keep doing 'it," he said.
That investigation produced its
first plea bargain Tuesday in
Little Rock. Hale, who has
alleged Chinon was involved in a
questionable.loan, pleaded guilty
to two fraud charges involving
the operation of his federally
backed lending company.
Deputy Treasury Secretary
Roger C. Altman, meanwhile,
became the latest administration
official to testify before _a grand_
jury. "I have had an opportunity
to provide all the facts for Mr.
Fiske's investigation," Altman
told reporters Tuesday as he left
the grand jury room. "I'm ready
to do the same in any congressional inquiry."

IN Senate...
FROM PAGE 1

The students, faculty and staff of

Southwest Elementary School
invite you to a

Showcase of Education
in the '90's
Monday, March 28, 1994
Noon-2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.
Southwest Elementary School

the smallest items were not
overlooked.
Moloney did not spare his own
district, cutting authorization for
planning for a new judicial center
in Lexington. And the UK library
was an item especially close to
Moloney's heart.
Buildings were not the only
items to get whacked. Proposals
'to add to staffs of county and
commonwealth's attorneys were
chopped. Pay raises for deputy
property valuation administrators
were eliminated, though 7 percent
annual raises for judges were
approved.
Still unresolved is the fate of a
$100 million package of
improvements and expansions at
state parks.

Gri

REPORTS
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
March 23
.Boyd Lee McPherson Jr 22, Rt 5 Murray, and James
Patrick Parrish, 22, New Concord, were both arrested at the
Soil Conservation Service office on Johnny Robertson Road
at approximately 1 a.m and charged with third-degree trespass atter a deputy saw the men with a garden hose and funnel, which were apparently being used to funnel gasoline from
a vehicle into container
'John Ray Williams, 31, Locust Drive, was arrested on a
warrant charging him with theft by failure to make required
disposition of property.
•Dennis L. Wolfe, 36, Rt. 2 Hazel, was arrested on a warrant charging him with three Counts of possession of handgun
by a convicted felon

•Tobacco...
there is much concern about the
proposed tobacco excise taxes.
Under the Clinton health care
FROM PAGE 1
plan, hefty taxes would be levied
increase in poundage is that the
on all tobacco products to pay for
yield per acre was up, as well as
health care reform.
an increase in what farmers could
"We are willing to pay our
grow.
share, but in order to have a 'sin
"The growers had good yields
tax,' there are more things out
and received relatively good
there that need to be taxed other
prices." he said. "I'd say the than tobacco," Clark said. "We
warehousemen handled quite a are not willing to concede
bit of tobacco and most of the anything."
companies were pleased with the
According to a brochure about
quantity and quality. It was a
the tobacco taxes, the tobacco
good year for all concerned."
farmers do not think the proposal
For the farmers, plans are
will work as a money-raising tax
underway to get plant beds pre- to fund health care reform for the
pared. In spite of the weather, following reasons:
some have been successful in get•The tax is not fair and •
ting- their outdoor plant beds equitable.
ready.
According to the brochure.
Other farmers are busy getting - "Any - tax that taxes 'those with
their flotation systems ready, lower incomes, taxes lifestyles,
which is often used with
taxes one industry, taxes one reggreenhouses.
ion or taxes rural and small towns
"If the weather stays pretty, the over large cities...is unfair and
farmers will start turning the
unequitable."
ground where the crop will be."
sit does not provide a stable
Clark said. "They are in the pro- source of revenue.
cess of sowing the plant beds and
Clark said with the taxes, fewworking with the greenhouses." er people- will buy tobacco and
Clark said plants that come less sale means less tax money.
from the float beds are different
•This proposed tax is economiin some aspects than the tradi- cally inefficient.
tional plant beds.
According to the brochure,
"From a management side, "the tax is likely to bring severe
there is definitely a difference," economic disruption to millions
Clark said.
of jobs and hundreds of communStockdale said he thinks the
ities in America."
younger farmers have been
•It is not regionally fair
quicker'to try the float beds than
because it taxes the South more
the older farmers.
than any other region.
"I think float beds will be used
• 'it would also affect state
for about Vi of the acreage in
budgets.
Calloway County this year," he
According to the brochure.
said. "I think it will continue to "the Federation of Tax Adminigrow, but you will always have strators says the states will lose
your traditional plant beds."
in excess of $4.2 billion."
Float beds offer advantages
"I think the stance of many farsuch as allowing a farmer to go mers is that for years, there has
to the field with a plant that has a
been lots of research about tobacgood root system and allowing co and people realize it may not
farmers to control the setting day
be healthy," Stockdale said. better.
"Adults should have a choice.
"It is easier to seed the float
"I think it is totally unrealistic
beds than it is to pull plants," to expect one industry to pay for
Stockdalc said.
health care for the entire nation,"
Although farmers are gearing
he said. "The tax will be passed
up for their next crop, Clark said on to the consumer."

II Candidates...
FROM PAGE 1
Easley said the regents will
probably be on campus unless
they have schedule conflicts.
The search committee, which
consists of regents Easley, Beverly Ford, Wells Lovett, Brian VanHorn and Frank Julian, was
formed in August after the board
voted 7-3 not to renew the contract of MSU President Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth.
Board chairman James Butts is

serving as ex-officio member of
the search committee.
After meeting with faculty,
staff, students and members of
the community, the committee
began seeking candidates. The
board hired the consulting firm of
Korn/Ferry International for
S25,000 to aid in the search.
Easley said the committee narrowed down the pool of more
than 125 applicants to fewer than
20.
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Grizzard's friends, fans recount memories
MORELAND, Ga. (AP) —
The close friends called to eulogize humor columnist Lewis Gni/Ara knew their words would pale
in comparison to the funny
mategial Grizzard himself would
have comc up with.
"He was the only one who
could have done it right," former
Atlanta Journal-Constitution editor Jim Minter told the 500 people gathered Tuesday for Grizzard's hometown memorial service. "Lewis was and is a giant
in his profession."
University of Georgia football
coach Ray Goff set the tone for
the upbeat, 40-minute service by
telling the mourners that Grizzard
would have preferred that they
spend the sunny spring afternoon

on the golf course rather than
inside a church.
"He'd be disappointed that we
all came here today on a beautiful
sunny day in coats and ties and
socks," said Goff, who knew of
Grizzard's disdain for such
clothing.
Goff said he was asked to
speak at the service mainly
because he was the first winner
of a golf tournament launched by
Grizzard: "The Smart-ass White
Boy Invitational."
The service at Moreland
United Methodist Church was
marked by few tears and many
funny stories. One minister
announced that Grizzard was now
in heaven and said the quickwitted columnist had asked him

and his ashes buried next to his
mother's grave in Moreland, a
town of about 300 people 60
miles south of Atlanta
At the request of Grizzard's
family, security was tight dunng
the service. News reporters were
barred from taking notebooks or
cameras inside the church, and
guards shooed away reporters
who tried to interview friends and
fans outside on church grounds.
LEWIS GRIZZARD
to make that statement to clear up
any doubt.
The 47-year-old Grizzard died
Sunday after his fourth heart
surgery. He was to be cremated

"Lewis woutd turn over in his
grave if he heard that," said
Grizzard fan Wallace Benton of
Newnan, who was told to move
off church property while he
spoke to a reporter. "His whole

Liberty mayor resigns, ends feud
LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) — The
Liberty City Council has 30 days
to appoint a new mayor after
Freddie Goode resigned the
office as the council was about to
begin his removal hearing.
Goode's resignation Tuesday
night apparently ends a threemonth feud between Goode and
the council. Earlier Tuesday,
Goode's wife and former Councilwoman Sheila Goode lost two
appeals of her ouster from the
council.
Councilman David Coffman,
Freddie Goode's most outspoken
critic, thanked him for "sparing

the families and the community
from this ordeal. ... I'll just be
glad when we can get this city
hack on track."

Liberty's government.
"It is time to try to find a way
without making the lawyers rich
to bring an end to this divisiveness," Mullins said. "It's time to
make Liberty go forward."

Councilman Clark Durham said
he wants an outsider to lead the
city. "Mayor Goode got elected
because he was not from the old
army. He was a new face with
new ideas. He opened our eyes to
a lot of problems in the city."
The appointee will serve until
the November election.

Five city councilmen have
been at odds with the Goodes
since the mayor took Office in
January and quickly fired several
longtime employees, then later
tried to fire, arrest and impeach
the council members.

Freddie Goode's attorney, Earl
Mullins, announced the mayor's
resignation, describing it as "the
beginning of a peace process" in

The council retaliated by
removing Sheila Goode on Thursday, and Tuesday she failed in
two attempts to keep her seat.

Pulaski Circuit Judge William
Cain refused to grant Mrs. Goode
an injunction that would allow
her to keep her seat. His decision
followed a closed-door meeting
in Somerset with attorneys from
both sides. Later, state Appeals
Court Judge A.W. Dychc III also
-railed against Mrs. Goode.
The council on Monday night
appointed a replacement for Mrs.
Goode, retired postal clerk and
farmer William T. Gilpin.
The council would have
needed a unanimous vote to
remove the mayor.
Durham was surprised by the
resignation.

life was in the media."
Grizzard's fourth wife, Dedra
Kyle, whom he married last week
four days before his death, was
whisked to the church at the last
minute in a limousine and did not
speak to reporters. She bucked
funeral fashion tradition by wearing a bright red dress.
While the crowd at the twostory, brick church included several newspaper veterans who had
known Grizzard intimately, many
who came knew the writer only
through his columns and books.
"He was a loveable redneck,"
said fan Jim Harrington of East
Point. "I figure he's given me
enough laughs over the years that
the least I can do is attend his
memorial service."
Grizzard was remembered
fondly as a humorous Southern
storyteller who could make readers laugh one day and cry the
next. Many of his hometown
friends popped up as characters
in his 20 books and thrice-weekly
humor column that originated at

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
and was carried by 450
newspapers.
Minter recalled Grizzard's
first-ever newspaper story for a
small paper in nearby Newnan.
Grizzard wrote about a baseball
game in which he also played.
The story began, "Brilliant
Moreland righthander Lewis
Grizzard ..."
"Lewis' position in the socalled literary world has been
debated and will continue to be
debated. You and I know he was
on top," Minter said.
"What I liked was that he
always stood up for the South,"
said Gladys Benton of Newnan,
who has read all of Grizzard's
books.
"He was the greatest humorist
around, but he'll never be
remembered that way because he
was so politically incorrect,"
said Clyde Bolton, a sports columnist for the Birmingham (Ala.)
News.

A "no"from a banker

you'll actually appreciate.
Mortgage Rate

Symbolic Sarajevo bridge opens to civilians
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — The bridge
of Brotherhood and Unity may
finally live up to its name.
To the joy of hundreds of bystanders, the bridge linking Serband government-held districts of
central Sarajevo opened today.
Forty-one people became the first
civilians to cross in almost two
years.
The bridge was opened as part
of an agreement reached by leaders of the Muslim-led government and Bosnian Serbs last
Thursday to open routes to aid

and civilian traffic. The United
States and Russia have been
pressing for peace, including an
end to the 23-month siege of
Sarajevo.
Cheers and claps erupted from
a crowd on the government side
as two long-time friends, a
Muslim woman and a Serb man,
walked the 90 feet to Serb-held
territory.
Sahija Corovic, 55, the
Muslim, was going to visit a sister she had not seen in two years.
Vcroljub Milovanovic, 66, went
to sec old friends.

Minutes later Borislav Cuh, 68,
was the first to cross over the
shallow Miljacka River from the
Serb side. Traffic lights and signs
pocked with bullet holes testified
to the fighting that had made the
bridge unpassable.
Cuh's two sons and brother are
in the government-held part of
Sarajevo. One of his sons is an
invalid, wounded by shrapnel
from one of the hundreds of thousands of shells fired from Serb
guns around Sarajevo since war
erupted in April 1992.
"I am so happy, but I am

going to feel bad until I finally
see my sons," said Cuh.
In all, 27 people, including two
children, crossed from the government to the Serb side and 14
from the Serb side. They were
carefully watched by U.N. peackeepers at sandbagged checkpoints
and Serb and Muslim fighters
lurking in shell-pocked buildings
on either side.
Complex permits are needed
from authorities on each side to
cross. Both are believed reluctant
to let anyone of fighting age
cross.
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and help support the Greek organizations
of Murray State University.
R special section
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of Murrau State Universitu
will be published

•

From $295 Up To $1 495

in celebration of Greek Week, Rpril 1-9

While Supplies Last

•

Buy 5 Or More Tapes And
Receive 's-1 Off Each Tape!
$2.95 Tapes Not Included
••••••1•-1•1•6...

Nintendo
$1 495
Super Nintendo & Sega Genesis $2495

VIDEO GOLD
Hours: Sun. 12 Noon-10 p.m., Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
759-4944

AASU

tambcio

Chi Ar•ho donotIng rood to Ne•••Ciir•••

Twenty-one Greek
organizations of the MSU
campus will be featured in
this first-time edition. Learn
more about what these
organizations contribute to
our campus and community
as a whole — when they were
founded on the MSU Campus,
and what charitable
organization they are
directly involved with.
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1206 Chestnut • Murray
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WASHINGTON TODAY

White House now
powerless to stall
televised hearings
By TOM RAM
Associaed Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — So far, the details and players in the
burgeoning Whitewater affair are obscure -to-many, if not most
Americans. That all- could change-dramatically-once-televised congressional hearings get under way.
With such a probe now a near certainty, the White House and
Democratic leaders arc scrambling to decide how to make the best
of a potential nightmare.
Such high-profile inqu tries can take on lives of their own,- sometimes galvanizing Washington and much of the nation.
One need only look at the Watergate hearings of 1973-74 and the
Iran-Contra hearings more than a decade later to see why the White
House. has resisted such hearings.
Congressional probes into alleged ethical misdeeds bring with
them their own share of posturing, grandstanding and raw politics.
They can turn names of participants into household words — for
better or worse.
The-last-thing President-Clinion's advisers wanted-was to set-top
administration officials paraded before an investigatory committee
and tormented by Republican accusers in a midterm congressional
election year.
It's going to be hard for White House aides and the president to
come off looking good in such a televised inquirs — and the potential for embarrassment looms large.
The hearings can raise crucial questions in the minds of Americans, said Stephen Wayne, a political scientist at Georgetown University. "It gets down -bY 'Can we believe- the president? Is he telling the truth?' It's very important to his power to persuade."
The Reagan administration was all but paralyzed as details of the
scheme to use money from the sale of arms to Iran to illegally
finance the Nicaraguan Contras were brought to life by televised
congressional hearings.
With cable TV now an so many homes and office buildings, the
potential audience for the Whitewater hearings is huge.
"All in all, the president and the Democrats wish this had never
arisen and wish that it could have been managed through the special counsel. But obviously, it's exploded, it's out of control." said
Thomas Mann, director of governmental studies at Brookings
Institution.
Of course, since Democrats rule Congress. leaders have a lot of
leverage to structure the hearings to minimize the damage.
"The hearings potentially give boosts to Republican candidates
all around the country" if held too close to the fall elections. said
Larry Sabato. a professor of government at the University of
Virginia.
The House voted 408-15 on Tuesday for legislation calling on
Democratic and Republican leaders to work out an, "appropriate
timetable" for the hearings, with Democratic leaders abandoning
their earlier opposition. The Senate passed a similar measure last
week by a 98-0 vole.
One damage-control idea under study, according to White House
aides, is for Clinton to conduct a presidential news conference on
Whitewater in an attempt to cle,ar the air. It's one of many ideas
tossed about in a White House' torn over how to defuse the controversy — and powerless to ,stall it.
House Republican leader Robert Michel pledged any hearings
would be conducted without "a circus-like atmosphere." But no
one at the White Hose was taking any bets.
At issue is a complicated web of financial transactions in Arkansas that predate Clinton's presidency by more than a decade; and,
more seriously, efforts by the White House to contain the case.
Of -course, much depends on what — if anything — Fiske's
probe may unearth. To date, no one has accused Clinton, his wife,
Hillary, nor their aides of acting illegally.
And White House advisers were at least relieved there was no
figure in the Whitewater affair as charismatic as former White
House national security council staff member Oliver North —
whose testimony in his full Marine dress uniform helped rivet public attention.
"The hearings will be a big deal the first day, with a lot of publicity. But unless something big comes out of it, I think attention
will subside very quickly," said Bill Frenzel, a former Republican
House member from Minnesota who helped Clinton win passage of
the North American Free Trade Agreement.
Frenzel said Clinton may hate it now, but "having the hearings
is a good thing for the president and for the Congress. And there's
a very good chance he'll come out fine."

GUEST EDITORIAL
March 13, The Palm Beach (Fla.) Post on video games:
Under pressure from Congress, the .ideo-game industry has promised to have a voluntary sex-and-violence warning system ready by
Christmas. So the children will be served by this system, nght'
Wrong. For all its bluster, Congress won't censor video games.
Congress loves little children, but it respects stockholders. Industry
officials know it. They also know that warning labels silence critics,
and they can go on making money with what sells ---- sex and violence The film and music industries have shown how ratings can be
used to promote what critics deplore ..
A society that can't impose standards on its public places is unlike
ly to be able to enforce them on private activity. Government can't
protect children from video games The industry won't
Parents and wiser friends mast take the video trips with them.
That's not a simple solution like labels. It's the hard solution, the one
that works

Annualsessions? Not likely
FRANKFORT — At least one of
the amendments to the Kentucks
consutuuon voters arc likely to bc
presented in November will be to
allow the General Assembly to niers
for 30 days in regular SC-.1011 in
years when there ,is no 60-das
session scheduled.
That's the amendment passed by
the Senate last week and sent to the
House for its virtually certain appro.al The General Assembly
would be able to do everything in
the short session it does in the long
one except propose constitutional
amendments and call a constitutional con.ention.
In shoo() at least, the amendment
is a good one that sou:r. ought to
endorse oserwhelmingly. Whether
they will or not is another thing
enttrel
For one thing, Kentucky voters
e turned down amendments permiuing annual sessions every time
the have been presented. And the
way the 1994 General Assembly
session is coming to a close, voters
aren't likely to be enthusiastic about
giving their nod to a repeat —
however abbreviated — performance. every year.
One of . the best arguments in
Favor of annual sessions involved
the state's budget. At the tune of S6

AGREE OR

NO'!

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
billion a year from revenue sources
that range from income taxes to
pari-mutuel taxes, it is virtually
impossible to project revenues and
plan spending over a two-year period. With annual sessions, legislators could fine-tune the budget,
keep track of revenues coming in
and make adjustments now left to
the governor when budgets must be
cut.
But as we near the finale of the
1994 regular session, the state's
1994-96 budget is still being prepared. The version passed by the
House of Representatives is laden
with projects for powerful House
Democrats, who only weeks ago
were lamenting Gov. Brereton
Jones' huge 55(10 million debt to pay
for his own building projects.
It substantially alters Jones'S 1(0
million plan to reniaiate . the state
parks system and even goes so far as
to add two expensive new parks to a

ti4LOPAG

system generally agreed to be falling apart because of neglect.
And no one knows whether the
revenue estimates upon which the
House budget is built are even
remotely accurate.
Over in the Senate, there will be
more construction projects added to
the budget for powerful Senate
Democrats expecting their budgetary due, and again, no one is sure
whether there will be enough tax
revenues to balance all that spending and debt service for the next two
years.
And they're asking to be able to
play these games every year.
Now, look at health-care reform.
Studied to within an inch of its
life, health-care reform was going to
be a cinch when the legislature
convened in early January. Everyone knew so much about the subject
and there was so much agreement
aboUt what could be produced,

considered and passed in those early
slow legislative days when not
much happens.
That's what they said.
As the final week to pass laws
dawns, there's a health-care bill
passed by the House sitting in the
Senate with a pile of amendments
waiting for it and rampant confusion
about revenues from # tax on
health-care providers and how
many Kentuckians will be served by
the Medicaid program.
Some kind of health-care bill will
pass in the final days.if not hours,of
the session and perhaps a handful of
people actually knows and understands what it will do.
But the process of reform has
turned ugly, with a lot of special
health-care interests having their
way to reform the way Kentuckians
receive their medical care.
Ethics?
On the very day last week a
Republican was winning a Senate
seat to replace a Boptrot casualty in
a heavily Democratic district,
House members hooted and applauded as they passed a bill
weakening substantially the legislative ethics law they passed in the
wake of Boptrot.
Annual sessions of this?
Not likely.

AND TELL CLIWON I OWE HIM ONE!

Best political humor aimed at self
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
elusive art of political humor,
there is nothing more engaging
than self-parody. It also is the
most likely to succeed.
.Vice President Al Gore proved
that with a straight-faced stream
of wisecracks about his wooden
image, after having himself
wheeled on in a hand cart and
propped up to speak.
"Al Gore is so stiff, racks buy
their suits off him," he
deadpanned.
"If you use a strobe light, it
looks like Al Gore is moving.
"Al Gore is so boring his Secret Service code name is Al
Gore."
There was double-edged parody in the satirical TV advertisement on health care, featuring the
President and Mrs. Clinton. With
built-in jokes about the complexity of the Clinton health proposal
— she cites page 27,655 — they
also made fun of the health insurance industry's Harry and Louise
commercials.
"Paid for by the Coalition to
Scare Your Pants Off," the joke
ad ended.
.
In it, the Clintons discover, in
mock horror, that even if the
health care plan is passed, people
are still going to get sick and die,
"I've never been so frightened in
all my life." the president
intones in his TV role.
'Every spring, Washington
jokes about Washington, and
political rivals break bread
together at the dinner of the Gridiron Club, 109 years old, foremost among the formal affairs at
which the establishment — government and media — let their
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Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
guards down Just a bit. Gridiron
is an evening of song, satirical
skits, and speeches by figures
from each political party, then by
the president.
Presidents since Benjamin Harrison have been coming to Gridiron dinners. Calvin Coolidge
joked there, a4,wh his humor
is lost to histo6 Mause in that
day, it was all off the record.
That rule now is observed only in
the breach. Nobody minds.
Clinton joked about it, saying
he knew everything was off the
record, and so felt comfortable
showing die gag commercial. The
White House sent tapes of the
piece to all the networks in time
for Sunday morning talk shows.
"Maybe all of us ca'n remember to laugh a hole hit in this

place we occupy at the intersection' of -our nation's government,
our national media and our people's future," Clinton said at the
Gridiron dinner. "If we can
laugh, perhaps we can better
assume our responsibilities and
be faithful to our common trust
for the future of this country."
Saturday night's laughter had a
nervous edge to it at times, given
the Clintons' headaches over
Whitewater.
"I think this whole Whitewater
business is getting out of hand,"
said Gov. William F. Weld of
Massachusetts, in his address for
the Republicans. "Last weekend,
for the first time, there were more
subpoenas delivered to the White
House than pizzas."
Gore said he would have told

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspect:ve" page by writing letters to the editor. We
prin1 letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the foik)wsn; guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer s address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than SW words Letters should be typewritten and double=
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any Mier
arid to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P0 Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Whitewater jokes but he didn't
want to get everybody in the
place subpoenaed. Gore and Clinton both called it old — and losing — business, the vice president saying it was like investigating to see if Jimmy Carter rigged
the 1980 election, which he lost.
Clinton said there ought to be
hearings on Whitewater and also
on the money _Harry Truman lost
as a haberdasher before he
became president.
Political humor can be a weapon. It also can backfire. But that
doesn't happen when politicians
are joking about themselves. That
was Gore's winning score.
There's too much ridicule of
vice presidents, whose only constitutional duty is to break tie
votes in the Senate, he said.
"The other day it occurred to me:
Every time I vote, we win."
He said he has his own red
phone on the desk, and knows
that at any time he can immediately be put on hold. He told of
the thrill of boarding Air Force
Two and watching the guy spin
the propeller.
"And then, of course, MACS
that moment during my weekly
lunches with the president, when
he turns to me and utters those
historic words:
"You gonna finish that?"
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years, and
Is president of the Gridiron
u b.
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Chicago residents griping about mail
CHICAGO (AP) — The check
is in the mail, but will it be
deliv ered?
That's the qucsuon these days
in Chicago, where old, undelivered mail has turned up in mail
trucks. Itelt rooms of post offices
— eves bun* limp under a
viaduct.
With the list of postal horror
stories growing, two U.S. senators brought the head of the Postal Service to town Monday to
address problems that have done
what neither snow, nor rain, nor
heat, nor gloom of night could
do.
•
':I haven't gotten any mail in
seven months!" groused James
Burns, a member of a crowd of
300 who told Postmaster General
Marvin Runyon their complaints
at a meeting Monday night.
Runyon said customer satisfaction in Chicago is below 70 percent, the lowest ,of any major
U.S. city. That's even lower than
in New York City, which has
been plagued by similar problems
in recent months. Runyon said.
The postmaster general told the
crowd he is setting up a task
tome to "look into every nook
and cranny" and come up with
solutions. An 800-number will be
set up to hear complaints. and
Runyon said he will return in two
weeks to see that improvements
have begun.
But Runyon said some of the
problems may be due to labormanagement friction, and results
could take five years.
He was jeered by many in the
audience.
Wendy Ccdrowski said she was
hand-delivering her complaints to
Runyon. "I wouldn't expect it to
Ix' delivered if 1 mailed it," she
NJid.
"Maybe we should go back the
times of the Pony Express," said
„Irene Jackson. "Then maybe I'll
get my mail."
About 40,000 pieces of undelivered mail, some more than two
months old, were found February
in'a letter carrier's truck parked
outside the Lakeview station.
The station was among those
cited in a Postal Service report
earlier this month that said some
Chicago postal employees use
drags and alcohol on'the
thteaten and intimidate coworkers.
st Friday, polide discovered
m re than 100 pounds of burning
m
under a South Side viaduct.
A ail carrier was charged Mon'd3'With dumping that mail. Sen.
Paul Simon, who joined fellow
Democrat Carol Moseley-Braun
ml pressuring Runyon to visit
Chicago, said that mail may have
ben burned to cover up another
delivery problem.
The same day, 20,000 pieces of
unklelivered mail — mostly bulkraie advertisements up to 15
years old — was found behind a
home on the Southwest Side. The
homeowner, a retired mail carrier, admitted he stashed it because
he hadn't been able to deliver it,
postal inspcctoras said. The casc
is still under investigation.
Alderman Eugene Schulter,
whose ward includes the Lakeview station, said his constituents
routinely receive mail late,
including ads for sales that arrive
days after the events are over.
Lillian Miller said she sent a
559.38 check for a telephone bill
to Ameritech's Chicago office in
November, and it arrived two
months later in a veterinarian's
mailbox in Australia.
Mack Willis, a mail carrier of
the West Side for 13 years, said,
"A lack of help is the problem."
He said the post office had
offered early retirement several
years ago and never replaced
those who accepted.
"They put one man on two

routes, and the temporaries they
hire are gone after 90 days," he
said
Runyon blamed "autocratic"

Prices Good
March 23, 1994
Thru
March 29, 1994

practiL.es among management and
the postal unions
"Management has to change
We have to be very cooperative,"
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he said. But, he added, "Changing the culture of over 700,000
employees .. is going to be a
little tough."
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Fmc.c.a

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Deli Hot Line
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We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The RIght To limit
Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Seaboard Farms Frying

1/4 Sliced

Field Boneless

Center Cut

Chicken leg Ds.

Pork Loin

Kentuck
ian Ham
1/2 or Whole

Pork Chops

Field 1 Lb

Wieners or
Dinner Franks
$ 29

1

39

Country Style

1

Field 1 Lb

Spare
Ribs
$ 1 79
I Lb

Bologna
$ 29

59
Lb

1

1 79

U S Choice
Boneless

I

Sirloin Tip or
Rump Roast

Lb.

$239
Lb

U.S. Choice Boneless

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Round Steak

Groun3-4dLb Beef

Sirloin Tip Steak

Dixie
Sr app
All Natural

Beverages
$ gi 29

289

I 32 oz

Lb.

Salmon
,z
$ 49

)6 uz

Ground Round
1 99

59

Double
pir.k

Cut
Yams

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Red Cross
Bite Size

Lb

Macaroni

3/99'

Flav-O-Rich

Blue Bonnet

1/2% Milk

Margarine

$1

Gal.

2 Lb

89

re. um gm ow NM IMO Om I= sal Imp En mils
EFFECTIVE 3/23/94 THRU 3/29/94

Charmin

I1

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.
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Park

Buy 1, Get

Salad Dressing

32 oz FREE

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop, Ginger Ale
Paramount

Hot Dog Relish

Corn

gal. I
Buy 1, Get 1

Hamburger Dills

Smuckers Grape

10 oz. FREE
$199

Paramount

Foil
Jelly

12 pk.
Buy 1, Get 1

10 oz. FREE

1/11
1 8

114

1g'.
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$

Reynolds Aluminum

$
299

Prairie Farm

2% Milk

uI

Save
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Hyde

79

69

75 sq. ft.
Buy 1, Get 1

32 oz. FREE
Hyde Park C.S. Golden

3/$1

16.5 oz.
Ronco Reg. or Thin
Buy 1, Get 1

Spaghetti

7 oz FREE

Paper Towels
Allen's Italian Cut

Green Beans

16 OZ
Land 0 Lakes American

Cheese Singles

159

22-24 oz

Florida Gold

Orange Juice
Pineapple

2/89'
2/89'
$159
99'
79'

12 oz.

12 oz.

Dole Juice or Syrup Pk.

Ragu Beef or

Chicken Tonight

Hyde Park Single Roll

20 oz

e
li

Eastwood

4

lists honors
Eastwood Christian Academy
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks as follows:
All As
Jonathan Raj, first grade; Ryan
Ice, second grade; Justin Owens,
12th grade.
All As mind Bs
Trey Mason and Autumn Harrell, first grade; Kacy Morgan,
Katrina • Mathis, Aaron Kerncll,
Elisabeth Harrell and Michael
(iouin, second grade; Melinda
tiouin, third grade; Jason Thompson, fourth grade; Clayton Kernel'. fifth grade;
Justcn Truett and Ryan Humphrey, sixth grade; Philip Smith
and Kyle Conley, eighth grade:
Renee Humphrey, ninth grade:
Ed Morgan, Courtney Truett and
Jason Wilson, 11th grade: Brad
Tress, 12th grade.

Owen's
Famous Pit

Owen's Best
Storemade

Baby Swiss

Red Ripe

Sno White

Red
Delicious

BBC) Pork

Cole Slaw

Cheese

Tomatoes

Cauliflower

Apples

$3 49,. 99 49

S499

69

Lb.

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Ham
$38Lb9

Ea

Lb

Owens Famous

Fried Chicken
9 Pcs

$
4
59

L
Healthy Choice
Honey

Turkey
$489
Lb

Lb

Golden Ripe

Fresh
Crisp

Fresh
Head

Bananas

Broccoli

Lettuce

3t.bs,

0
59! 49
Ea
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
CCMS Council plans meeting
Calloway.gunty Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meeirhursday, March 24, at 6 p.m. at the school. Agenda
items include transformation plan.

MMS plans events Thursday
Murray Middle School Parent-Teacher Organization will meet
Thursday. March 24, at 7 p.m. at the school. The election of a parent
member will be held, but in order to vote a person must be a PTO
member. Persons may join the PTO prior to the meeting. Teachers
will also be in the classrooms for those wishing to visit.

Magazine Club plans meeting
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, March 24, at 1:30 p.m.1
at the home of Charlene Kurth at Oakhurst. Murray State University.i
All members are urged to attend.

College Day for 8th graders planned
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow in 1944

Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow in 1994

Local couple will be feted for 50th anniversary
The ,children and grand‘hildren ot Mr. and Mrs Clinton Barrow will host a reception in honor ot their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday,
March 27
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m in the Community Roont of North Branch of Peoples Bank, 12th
and Chestnut St.. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gilts; however a written
memory for a card would be
most thoughtful.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrow were married March 23, 1944, at Mayfield.
Mrs. Barrow, the former Edna Earl Mathis, is the daughter of the late Cum and Edith Mathis. She is a retired
employee of Fisher Price, Inc.
Mr. Barrow is the son of the late Henrv and Florence Barmy, A World War II ‘eteran. he is a retired
employee of Tappan Company and
Fisher Price, Inc. He also has worked as a carpenter most of his life
Their sons are Flenoy Barrow and wile, Loretta. Dale Barrow and wilt. Dorothv. and David Barrow and
wife, Brenda. Another daughter-inlaw is Mrs. Zandra Barrow. They all are ol Murray One son, Danny Barrow, died in 1978.
Their eight grandchildren are Clint Barrow and wile, Chnsty, Tina Caner and husband, Phillip. Kevin
Barrow', Shellie Barrow, Amanda
Barrow, Landon Barrow, Seth Barrow and Grant Barrow. all of Murray. One stepgranddaughter is
Ashley Collins.

LAST WEEKEND
Play It Again Sam

Finger Printing planned Friday
Finger Printing for children will be Friday. March 25, from 2:30
to
p.m. in the Infant Department of Wal-Mart. Murray Police Officer Melodic Jones will be present for this special event. Parents
arc
urged to take advantage of this service so that your child's
finger
prints will be on file in case of an emergency.

1 4:30

Family Fun with 'Eggs-perts'
Family Resource Center at East Elementary School has planned a
series of fun outings with children to learn more about eggs, Easter
customs in other countries, the life cycle of chickens, and the importance of eggs and chicken in a healthy diet. The first session will be
held during the week before Easter. Persons are urged to return the
coupon given out to your child's teacher by Thursday, March 24.

Organist Guild plans meeting
Southern Illinois Chapter of the American Guild of Organists will
present Dr. Martin Jean, organist, in a recital on Friday, March 25, at
8 p.m. in Shryock Auditoroium, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill. For more 'information call Gail White at 1-618-549-6994.

A Sstirated Adult Comedy
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
CaU

Murray Family YMCA and Murray State University American
'
Humanics program will have 1994 College Day for eighth grade
students from Murray Middle and Calloway County Middle Schools
on
Thursday. March 24, from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Participants will
be
paired with a college student for a day to witness the college experience. Registration will be at MSU Curris Center with cost
being SIO
per student with t-shirts and lunch provide. For more
information call
759-9622 or 762-3808.

March 25, 26, 27
Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.

Special contests planned

759-1752

The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a
woodwind, string, percussion and brass contest for Middle and High
School students, grades 6 to 12, on Tuesday. April 19. The sum of
SI00 will be divided among the winners. For more information call
Joetia Kelly at 753-1854 or Laura Miller at 753-8345.

Murray Elementary School

Special pageant here March 26
Students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently attended the Dance
Olympus Convention at Stouffer Convention Center. Nashville,
Tenn.This was a two-day work shop which offerec classes In ballet by
Joe Rowan of Norman, Okla., tap by Pearce McLain of Charleston,
W.Va., and jazz by Robbie Mackey of Orlando, Fla. Pictured, from left,
back row, Christina McPhail, Kristen Barnett, Kathy Bomba, April
McKee', Elle Arent, Beth Ann Stinker; second row, Nikita Palmer, Jill
Farley, Jason Chapman, Paige Adlich, Teneill Eliott; front row, Mary
Schneiderman, Jessica Riddle, Blair Wagoner, Jaime Riddle and Natasha Norwood; front center, Jonathan Chapman. Chaperones were Joyce
McKee!, Sharon Arant, Janie Palmer, Sue Farley, Sheri Riddle and Al
Chapman. Jane Marie Chapman Is studio director.

, The third annual Little Mr. and Miss Fire-Rescue Pageant will be
,Saturday. March 26, at Woodmen of World Building at South Third
,and Maple Streets, Murray. This will be for boys and girls, ages 0 to
,12, of Murray and Calloway County only. Registration will be at 10
a.m, and the pageant will be at 11 a.m. Persons may register the day
of the pate* Dress will be Easter sportswear. For more information
call 753-0137 after 5 p.m.

Kirksey Ball Club plans sign ups
Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign ups on Saturday, March 26,
9 a.m. to noon at Kirksey Ball Field. This is for leagues for boys
and girls, ages 5 to 18. For early sign up, call ginger Norsworthy at
753-3015.
horn

Parkinson's meeting on Friday

10 Ways To Beat The Lowest
CD Rates In Years
"Our primary

school emphasizes security, exploration, and discovery.'
Primary teachers

Primary/Kindergarten

Call 1-800-203-0367, 24 hours, for a free recorded message to have the secrets your bank will never tell you
revealed In this report!

Thursday, March 24
5-7 p.m.
For children who will be five years old
on or before October 1, 1994
• Bring the child's birth certificate, Kentucky
certificate of immunization, social security number, and TB skin test certificate.
• Children currently enrolled in the Murray
Preschool/Head Start do not need to register.
•Parents may choose to register their children for
Kids Company, the afterschool enrichment
program at Robertson Elementary Center.

Find out why for yourself!

•The classrooms, Writing-To-Read Center, and

the
Resource Room will be open for visits Entry level
teachers will be in their rooms

•Parents who are unable to attend registration are
asked to contact the school office at 753-5022.

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, March 26, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie
Brandon at 753-3517.
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We are pleased to
announce that the 7.
following
couples it
have registered with
'
us through our bridal)
41
registry.

Why hunt all over town for creative Easter ideas?
Pier I has basketfuls of unique ways to change your Easter
from ordinary to exceptional!
31 99 ea Paper Nikita Eno
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Nicole.,.Frye &
Patrick Gupton

...And That's Just The Beginning

Nancy Anderson &
Alex Wilson
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•PTO representatives will be present to welcome
children and to answer questions about the PTO
and the school volunteer program.

I Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday

.Your banker is cringing knowing you are getting a copy of
this Information.

REGISTRATION

Parkinson'iSupport Group will meet Friday, March 25, at 2 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle
R.N., at 762-1100.

•••

r

PierIinn
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-1851

i

Dana Campbell &
Chris Lawson
Annette Calhoun &
Chris Hale
Tracy Marvin &
Tracy Manning
Belinda Williams Bailey
& David Bailey
Becky Wolf &
Ion Klein

•

Casa deE SoE
1100 Chestnut St
753-1133
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Wortham-Gibbs vows
will be said during May

,r

•

Donna Wortham and Alan Gibbs announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. C. Ann Wortham of Paducah
and the late Donald K. Wortham Sr. Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Backer of Paducah.
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Mavis Gibbs of Murray and the
late Fred Dale Gibbs. He is the grandson of the late Charles B. and
Angie Dale Gibbs of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Harris P.Manning of
Henry County, Tenn.
Ms. Wortham, a graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School,
received her associate degree in Fine Arts from Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green. She is currently a Geld supervisor for
Information Resources, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Gibbs, a graduate of Murray High School, attended Murray
State University and received a bachelor's degeree in Marketing from
Memphis State University. He is currently a, sales representative at
United Gifts, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A May wedding is planned.

_
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Martha Andrus, left, president Of Murray Woman's Club, presents special certificates to Barbara Brandon, right, as "Outstanding Club
Woman of the Year," and to Kay Weatherly Ray, center, as "Outstanding Newcomer of the Year"

Brandon and Ray given
awards at club meeting
NARFE
Are CNN
1st Imt

11111111
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ, uses a painting
to Illustrate a point In his talk on relationships to make life libable to
members of National Association of Retired Federal Employees at
February meeting at Sirloin Stockade. "People must be aware; they
must appreciate; and they must express themselves to be complete in
their relationships," Dale said. Seated at left Is Frances Churchill. Peggy Billington, Disaster Emergency Services Director and American Red
Cross Director, will discuss services and problems at the March 25th
meeting at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. "This willb e a very interesting and Informational program and all members and prospective members are urged to attend," said Clara Humphrey, chapter president.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 23
Overeaters Anonymous/5:1 5
p m Ellis Community Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Community Baptist events include
prayer meeting/6 p miDixieland Shopping Center
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6,30
m.
Emmanuel Baptist_ Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
Immanuel Lutheran Church events
include Soup Supper/5 30 p.m , Lenten service/7 p m
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies' Bible Class/9 30 a.m.;
Bible classes/7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Handbell
Choir/3 15 p.m.; Adult Handbell
Choir/4 p.m.; Youth Club/5 p m
Finance Committee, Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m Administrative Board/7
p m , Chancel Choir/7,15 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p.m.;
ARK/5 p m , Choir Practice/6:30 p.m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul- Winning Class/6:15 p.m., Kid's
Klubs. Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
Study, College Career Bible Study,
Adult Bible Study/7 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include meal/6 p.m., Prayer meeting,
Youth and Mission Groups/7 p.m..
Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p m /Christian Science Church
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p m
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship Supper/5.30 p.m ; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs
(Parents Night for Young Musicians II,
Klaymata/6:30 p.m., Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7 45 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
CFF dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study and
Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
Options/6,30 p.m Choir Practice/7 30
pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy EucharisV5.15 p.m.; Vegetarian Soup Supper/6:15 p.m.; Bible
group/7'15 pm.
Reform in Teacher Preparation with
Dr. Roland Goddu/7:30 p.m./118 Wells
Murrary State.
Seminar on Teacher Preparation and
Certification/3 p.m./Barkley Room, Curs
Center, Murray State.
Student Art Exhibit opens today
through April 3/Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State. Admission
free
Interactive TV Conieronce/1-230
pm /freed M Curd Auditorium, Collins
Center, Murray State In1o/762-2160.
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 1 30 to 4 30 p m Admission free
Thursday, March 24
Bridge Club of Murray/7 p m /Weeks
Community Center (use rear
entrance) Public invited
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p m./Pogue Library, Murray
State University Note change in meeting place
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p m /Legion Hall.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.r11.-2 pm for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.:4 p.m for
senior citizens • activities.
Murray Kiwanis Club/8 p m/Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas

we

Thursday, March 24
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Water Valley/9-11:30
am, and Pilot Oak/12:30-2:30 p.m.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally
I11/6.30 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah Info/Phyllis Dale Gibbs/435-4138.
TOPS KY *469 meeting/weigh-in/6
p.m. and program/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./at
800 North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Ministry Planning Team/6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Lectionary Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include 'Morning of Lenten
Reflection/10 a m.-1 p.m.; R.C.I.A./7
pm
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
BYW/7 p.m. w/Brenda Hines.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Pans. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton,
Lecture and style show by Gil White,
Canadian,/7 p.m./ballroom of Curris
Center, Murray State. Admission free.
Student recital by Sharla Chappell,
flute/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State. Admission free.
Lecture by Dr. Okote Shiroya, Fulbright Scholar/4 p.m./Room 208.
Faculty Hall, Murray State. Admission
free. Info/762-6575.
Intercollegiate Rodeo by MSU Rodeo
Club/7.30 p m /West Kentucky Exposition Center
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 am to 12.30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4,30 p m Admission free,

Jake Bray & Bill McCoart
Brulgene Burnett & Clint Hullo'
Annette Calhoon ii Chris Flak
Laura Cella if Dwaine Hampton
Laurinda Drown & Joey Reed
Peggy Elks if Roger Carroll
Kruien Fairchild & Trite Stargas
Bethany Hall ii Peter Lawrence
Bah Flaky & Hank Staggs
Fehsha lamb & David Pow
Emily Porter A Gregory Slander
Jennifer Sellars if Jason Sanunou
Swan Wilson il Scott Seggenaan
Rebecca Wolf A Jon Klein
Lisa Howard A Barry Ankh
Mon -Sat. 10 2.m -5 p.m.
04s1,slam1 Or. • Oimtuut St.
713-4111011
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Danita Dawn Walker and
Richard Carl Atkins Jr. to marry

Walker-Atkins wedding
is planned on May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Danny B. Walker of Rt. 1, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Danita Dawn
Walker, to Richard Carl Atkins Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard C.
Atkins Sr. of Robinhood Drive, Murray.
Miss Walker is the granddaughter of Mrs. Willodean Walker and
the late James E. Walker of Lynn Grove, and of John H. McCuan and
Ms. Margaret McCuan, both of Rt. 1, Farmington. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Lorena McCuan of Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Mr. Atkins is the grandson of Mrs. Euple Atkins and the late Brent
Atkins and of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn Doran, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
senior at Murray State University majoring in Occupational Safety and
Health. She is a part-time cashier at Wal-Mart in Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of'Vurray High School. He is
employed at Murray Lumber Co.
The couple will be married in a private wedding ceremony at 1:30
p.m. on Saturday, May 14, at Oaks Country Club.
An open reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at club house at the
Oaks Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception as no
invitation will be sent. Casual dress will be appropriate for the
occasion.

TRIPLETS BORN — Dr. Robert M. and Sharon N. Korolevich of Murray

are pictured with their triplets born Friday, Jan. 7, at a hospital in
Louisville. They are, from left, Sean Michael, weighing four pounds nine
ounces and measuring 17 inches; Nicole Leigh, weighing four pounds
12 ounces and measuring 177. Inches; and Andrew Robert, weighing
four rounds 5% inches and measuring 1771 inches. Grandparents are
Mrs. Elena Koroievich of Murray and Regina and Edgar Nix of Huntsville, Ala.

Two special awards were presented at the general meeting of
Murray Woman's Club held
Thursday, March 10, at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Barbara Brandon was presented a certificate after being
named "Outstanding Club
Woman of the Year." She has
served as president of the Murray
club and as a committee chairman for the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club. She is a member of both the Music and Zeta
Departments of the club, and presently serves as parliamentarian
of the Murray club. She is married to Max Brandon.
Kay Weatherly Ray was presented a certificate as "Outstanding Newcomer of the Year." Mrs.
Ray had previously been active in
the club until the illness of her
late husband, Rob Ray. Since
becoming a member of the Music
Department of the club, she is
now serving as finance chairman
of the club.
Martha Andrus, president,
made the presentations to Brandon and Ray.
Special selections on the piano
were presented by Oneida White
and Janet Finch. The devotion
was given by Oneida Boyd.
A special table setting contest
was conducted with each of the
10 departments participating.
Evelyn Wallis, first vice president, announced that Kappa
Department was judged first
place with a prize of $25 and also
as Peoples Choice award by those
attending. Garden Department
was second and Music Department was third. Other departments were Alpha, Creative Arts,

Your ticket
to a secure
retirement.
For a recorded message
of current rate information. call

1-800-4US BOND
4
12-800-487-2663
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Delta, Home, Sigma, Theta and
Zeta.
Jeannetta Williams of Sigma
Department reported on activities
planned for "Pennies for the
Park," a fund-raising effort for
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Officers reelected for 1994-95
were Mrs. Andrus, president;
Mrs. Wallis, first vice; Sue Allison, second vice; Lula Belle
Hodges, recording secretary;
Karen Isaacs, corresponding secretary; Naomi Rogers, treasurer.
It was announced that A Victorian Tea in celebration of 100th
anniversary of First District of
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs will be Wednesday, April
13, at 1 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Hostesses for the social hour
were members of Home and Kappa Departments.

Patrisha and
Daniel Wheat
have made their
bridal selections
from our
Wedding Registry.

The
Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

753-5679
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STOREWIDE SALE
% Off All Gift Items
at the

Patio Shoppe
Lamps - Throws
Furniture, etc.

A*P0110
Hoffman's
_4-1#

for the
eason
March 23
ant ...the great
KY
Aurora,
food place!
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

litatether l's soft curls or a
sophisticated relaxed look. your
hairstyle says • lot about you And
tight now, you can saw* 15% on a
perm or relaxer that's tailored to
plow look So taill the world you feel
ea• million - with style that
illailien t cost il fortune

Open at Ipust
Ginned Mon te rues in Spring & Fall
Open Every evening mid-June --mid Aug
Closed in Winter

Monday-Tuesday-Wadnoaday 10-8; Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 0-6; Sunday 1-5

No Appointment Necessary, Call 7599811
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Good Citizen
dog classes
are planned
my LEE KING

Storey's

Guest Writer
Is your dog a respected citizen
of the community"' Do you feel
coniloruble taking him around
people and other dogs and know
that he will have good manners'
Perhaps you would like some
ads 1C and help in ensuring that
sour dog is well behaved and it
not _already a good citizen, he
will become one with sonic

Food Giant

PEACHES

The .American Kennel Club has
declared May 1994 "National
AKC Canine Good Citizen
IC('iC) Month" to introduce the
public to the AKC and CGC
Program
In this conjunction with this
de‘laration and to celebrate
National Pet Week. May 1-7, the
%ierritan Shepherd Dog Club of
cst Kentucky is sponsoring
iour weeks,of Canine Good
Classes beginning on April 5.
and running each Tuesday night
in April.
The final session will be May
; and will culminate with a
Canine Good Citizen Test on
May 3.
Pre-registration will be held on
Tuesday. March 29, from 7 to 8
p m The SCSSIOns will begin each
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. Registration lee tor the enure program
%. ill be 520 per dog. The classes
will be at Murray -Calloway
County Park.
The Canine Good Citizen
Program is comprised of 10
essential skills that help dogs
interact within society as
respected community members. It
is open to pur-bred and mixed
breed dogs.
This training is both tun and
usotul Through it, you and your
Jos will establish a closer bond
and your dog still have the added
N:nelit 01 knowing how to please
you. This test of your dog's manners and training is not a competition and does not require that
you and your dog pertorm with
precision.
The American Kennel Club
urges all dog owners to participate int his program. thereby
assuring that our beloved dogs
will always be welcomed and
respected members- of the
community
For more details or preregistration information, contact'
Mary .Adelman at 436-2858 or
Lee King at 1-502-247-8411

211 OZ. CAN

and riders
are needed tor the St. Jude Children's Resear:h Hospital "Wheels
for Life Bike-A-Thon" slated for
Saturday. April 16, at a location
to he announced.
All money will go straight to
St Jude Children's Hospital at
\lemphiS, Tenn. This is a worldamous research center
which
hattles .hildhood cancer and
other catastrophic childhood diseases. This hospital operates primarily from public support.
In the "Wheels for Life BikeA-Thon" riders ask sponsors to
make a donation based on each
mile completed. All riders turning in oney will receive a certifi-ate Those who raise $30 or
More will receive a certificate
and a special St. Jude t-shirt
When $75 or more is raised, the
rider receives a sports bag in
addition to the certificate and tshirt
-The real prize, though. is the
pride everyone can take in giving
children a chance to live a normal
life," said Randy Cunningham
and George Ligon, local coordinators for the drive.
For more Information call Cunningham at 753-9541, home, or at
753-6831, work. or Ligon at
753-5466, home, or at 753-5312
at work.

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/Where questions
about your new city?
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Jessica Danielle Calhoon

EELS

First birthday
is celebrated
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CARBONDALE, Ill. — Southern Illinois University at Carbondale awarded 1,458 graduate and
undergraduate degrees in
December.
Three local persons graduating
were as follows:
Scott 'R. Fairchild: Bachelor of
Science, of 1515 Martin Chapel.,
Rd., Murray;
Carrie A. Farr, Bachelor of
Arts, 112 North lOth _St., Murray;
Susan E. Roth, Bachelor of
Science, Rt. 5, Box 327, Benton.
Degree recipients will be recognized May 13-15 during spring
commencement exercises on
campus.

FRYER
BREAST

CHOPS

LB.

Local persons
get degrees

FRESH

BONELESS

S
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Jessica Danielle Calhoon celebrated her first birthday on Sunday. March 20.
The event was celebrated at
home with her family and friends.
She is the daughter of Danny
and Sharon Calhoon of Murray.
Her grandparents are Herb and
Bobbie Calhoon and Kathleen
Herndon, all of Murray, and
Wcndall Herndon of Mayfield.
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Robertson boy
born Feb. 19

I LB.
,

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Robertson of Nashville, Tenn., arc the
parents of a :son, Brady Allen
Robertson, born on Saturday.
Feb. 19, at 4:33 p.m. at Baptist
Hospital, Nashville.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 9'h pounds and measured
20V. inches. The mother is the
former Lisa Marler.
andparents are Mr. and Mr.
Bill Mader of Benton, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Robertson of Rt. 4,
Murray, and Ms. Martha Bucy,
Nashville.
Great-grandparents are Robert
Nelson and the late Pauline Nelson, Benton, Mrs. Hazel Marler
and the late Henry Marler, Symsonia, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Robertson, Mrs. Kathleen Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Foy, and
the late Allen Bucy, all of- Muiray. A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Grace Flood of Murray.
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Newborn admissions
Lee baby boy, parents. Emeline and
Jason, Rt. 2, Box 53 A, Hazel,
Phillips baby boy, mother. Janet
Gore, Rt 1. Box 433A, Benton
Dismissals
Miss Sarah Katherine Denham,
1821 Ridgewood, Murray. Mrs. Robin
M. Edwards and baby boy. Rt. 3. Box
80 D. Benton;
Ms Jennifer Lee Pace, 512 South
Seventh St., Murray, Ms. Brandon
Roberts and baby girl Lewis, 1004
Poplar St., Benton,
Cameron T. Dick. Rt. 1, Box 620:
Hardin; Mrs. Rebecca W. Avery, HCR
75 Box 63E, New Concord,
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
March 21, have been released as
follows:

FRESH D ANJOU

SINO4200

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
March 20, have been released as
follows:

0
a0
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Newborn admission
Coomer baby boy. mother Melissa.
9th and Dogwood. Calvert City
Dismissals
his Jordan N Eldridge. Rt 1. Box
1638, Kirksey; Mrs Alice Marie Hazier, At. 7, Box 729A, Murray. Mrs Betty G. Haley, At 1, Box 192. Alm°,
Ms. Shifty Scott, 1320 Sycamore
St.. Murray; Mrs Tanya B Wright and
baby girl. At 2, Box 622, Mayfield;
Mrs. Rhonda G Runyon and baby
boy South Side Manor F5, Murray;
Mrs Alice Jean Todd 735 Riley Ct ,
Murray,
Mrs Roberta R Rigney, West View
Nursing Home. Murray, Mrs Bessie
Parker. Apt A2 Murray Manor. Murray.
Mrs Helen T. Hobbs, RI 1, Box 74.
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs Mary E
Jackson, Rt 1, Box 276, Henry, Tenn ,
Mrs Arah Harmon, Rt 1, Box 68,
Almo,
Hiram B Smith, RI 1. Box 61, Kirksay. Gerald H Richerson. Rt 7, Box
600. Murray. Danny Joe Burkeen, At
3, Box 28, Murray
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SPORTS
L.A. adds Magic to bench
Rookie Laken forward George Lynch
told KCBS of Los Angeles be believes
Johnson will have the Lakers pisying
up-tempti ball.
"I think it's gonna make everyone on
the team a better player," Lynch said.
Johnson. 3.4, replaces Randy Pfund,
By JOHN NADEL
Twho
earlier this month signed a one-year
AP Sports Wow
contract extension with the team through
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Los
the 1993-96 season.
Angeles Laken, producing some.of their
Johnson was scheduled to meet with
old Showtime dramatics. are recalling
Magic Johnson from retirement to coach reporters today at the Forum at 11 a.m.
PST. His first game as the Lakers coach
the team he led to five NBA tides.
Johnson was the maestro of the Lak - will conic Sunday night at home against
ers for 12 seasons, then retired suddenly the Milwaukee Bucks.
— 1 will confirm we have relieved
just before the 1991-92 season after
learning he was infected with the virus Randy of his head coaching duties and
hired Ears in as coach," John Black, the
that causes AIDS.
Lakers' public relations director, said
been
has
Showume
time,
Since that
little more than a memory. Perhaps that from his home Tuesday night. "Earvin
will change, although it's uncertain how is replacing Randy as coach and he will
coach for the remainder of the season.
long Johnson will coach.

Lakers fire Pfund,
bring Magic back

'Coach Magic Johnson'
Los Angeles Lakers

Beyond that, we can't tell you anything 1992-93 season.
more at this time."
Black's announcement Tuesday night
Assistant Bill Bertka will conch the came after several hours of widespread
Laker: ihe next two games. Benka, !peculation. NBA Commissioner David
speaking from Dallas. where the Lakers Stern, reached at the Knicks-Bulls game
play tonight, also told The Associated in New York. played •coy when asked
Press that Pfund would return home about the initial broadcast reports.
"Anything that would bring Magic
today.
Black said an announcement would be back would be good for the league," he
made concerning the status of Bertka said.
Just last week, Johnson's agent, Lon
and assisunts Chet Kammerer and Larry
Rosen, said he had no knowledge of any
Drew at today's news _conference.
Rumors have circulated periodically coaching changes involving Johnson.
The Lakers haven't been the same
since Johnson retired that he might
return to coach the Laker:. He recently since Johnson left. Right now, they're
has been touring worldwide with his 27-37 and in fifth place in the Pacific
Division, although they have been playown basketball team.
ing well of late, winning six of eight
After his retirement. Johnson made a games.
brief comeback, playing with the U.S.
However, Johnson inherits a team not
Olympic team and in some NBA presea- likely. to make the playoffs, something
son games the following fall. But he
II See Page 11A
retired a .second time shortly before the

Jones threatens to fire Johnson
4

the league meetings in Orlando.
Fla., then left the gathering. He
was scheduled to attend a coaches' breakfast at the meetings this
morning
"This particular incident
makes me pull back and reassess
things." said Johnson, who
months ago caused waves by saying he was intrigued by the idea
of coaching the expansion Jacksonville franchise.
Jones said everything has been
worked out. "We talked, and as
we hase always done, cleared the
air on any of these issues," Jones
_
said.
A message left Tuesday night
at the home of team spokesman
Rich Dalrymple was not immediately returned to The Associated
Press
• Jones and Johnson. former
teammates at the University of
.Arkansas, have long had ,what

Sonic Perkins hits mark
in win over San Antonio
sEATTLE (AP) — Sam Perkins' first 3-point attempt was
an what!. Then he found the
range
Perkins scored 27 points.
including six 3-pointers, as
Seattle beat San Antonio
-89 Tuesday night in a
haute of Western Conference
powers.
"The first 3 slipped off my
hand," Perkins said. "After
that. I settled into a rhythm.••
Earlier this season. Perkins
.'qualcd an NBA record by
'1.10. mg
seven consecutive
• pointers against Denver. He
five in a row against the
He had that look," said

Seattle coach George Karl.
When Perkins loosens up
defenses with his long-range
shots. the Sonics are nearly
unbeatable.
The Sonics beat the Spurs for
the third straight time. If the
teams finish with identical
records. the Sonics would have
the homccourt advantage if they
meet in the playoffs.
San Antonio's Dennis Rodman grabbed 16 rebounds, but
Seattle outrcbounded the Spurs
38-36
David Robinson had 27
points and eight rebounds for
the Spurs, but he was shut out
for most of the fourth quarter.
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Fresno State, a 68-66 winner over
Brigham Young.
Tonight's quarterfinal games
feature Xavier, Ohio, at Villanova, and Clemson at Vanderbilt.
Those teams advanced with victories on Monday..
Bennerman scored 19 of kis
points in the first ,half. Tulane
(18-11), which led Only at '5-3,
got no closer than 64-55 in the
second half.
Stuart Downing and Matt Gras
finished with 15 points each for
Siena (23-7). Tulane's Jerald
Honeycutt scored 14 points and
Carlin Hartman added 13.

228 qpw
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,"Valor; 7diarmair r.flos

Saturday,
March 26
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AP Photo
Dallas head coach Jimmy Johnson is coming off a second Super Bowl
win but finds himself in the middle of yet another episode with team
owner Jerry Jones.

Siena, Bradley advance
There was a time when Siena's
Doremus Bcnnerman had to be
urged by his coach to shoot the
ball. Georgia Tech and Tulane
know those days are long gone.
Bennerman matched a 33-point
performance against first-round
opponent Georgia Tech with
another one Tuesday_ night, helping the Saints advance to the
quarterfinals of the Nauonal Invitation Tournament with an 89-79
victory over Tulane.
"We're just overachieving like
we've never done before," Bennerman said. "We're playing like
a group possessed. Nobody
expected us to be at this point.
No one pve us a chance."
In the quarterfinals Thursday
night, Siena plays Bradley. a
79-75 winner Tuesday over Old
Dominion; Kansas State. a 66-64
winner over Gonzaga, entertains
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Western's Willard
eyes Providence

NIT

By FRANK ELTMAN
AP Sports Writer

RI
he

Ii will be the second time in
tour years Siena has reached the
-NIT quarterfinals.
Bradley 79
Old Dominion 75
Dcon Jackson scored 27 points
and Bradley (23-7) rallied from a
14-point second-half deficit to
advance. Trailing 77-75, Old Dominion
(21-10) twice had a chance to tie
in the final seconds. Bradley's
Marcus Pollard drew a charging
foul on Kevin Swann with 8.8
seconds left, and ODU's Mike
Jones was called for traveling
with 3.4 Seconds remaining.
Billy Wright, who had seven
steals, made a pair of free throws
with 2.1 seconds left to seal
Bradley's 21st straight victory at
home
Chad Kleine scored 18 for
Bradley and Anthony Parker
added 14.

CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) -Providence coach Rick Barnes
was the only one who was
interviewed for the job. And he
got it.
After taking Providence to
the Big East tournament championship this year. Barnes was
hired Tuesday to coach
Clemson.
Cliff Ellis, who has the
Tigers in the third round of the
National Invitation Tournament,
said in January this would be
his last season coaching them
after 10 years.
Barnes was given a sevenyear -contract at S110,000 a
year,
Barnes, 39 and a Hickory,
N.C., native, said he always
wanted to coach an Atlantic
Coast Conference team.
"When you grew up in the
early '70s, all you saw on TV
was ACC basketball," Barnes
said. "I think anybody that
grows up in this part of the
country knows what a great
tradition Clemson University
has."
"I plan for this guy to be
here a lot longer than seven
years," athletic director Bobby
Robinson said.
Western Kentucky's Ralph
Willard is expected to be hired
at Providence within a week,
The Providence JournalBulletin reported Tuesday.
Barnes was 108-76 in six seasons at Providence and took the
Friars to three NCAA tournaments and two NITs. Providence, 20-10 this year, ended .
its season Thursday with a
76-70 NCAA tournament loss
to Alabama.
. "I think it is a good choice
to hire someone from a big conference who has ties with the
South," said Clemson junior
center Sharonc Wright.
Clemson ended the regular
season 15-14 and lost to Duke
_
II See Page 11A

•

759-2831

Leagues for boys and girls
ages 5-18
For early sign up please call
Ginger Norsworthy

753-3015
•

The Associated Press
Will "The Thrill" Clark is living up to his nickname in spring
training.
The Texas slugger hit two
homers Tuesday, including a tworun shot in the ninth inning, to
give a Rangers' split-squad a 4-2
victory over Baltimore at Port
Charlotte, Fla.
"It's always exciting to hit the
game-winning home run," Clark
said. "Because of the guys in
front of me, I was able to do it."
Clark, who signed with Texas
in November after seven seasons
with San Francisco, also doubled
and singled against the Orioles to
raise his spring average to .400.

He drove in three runs to increase
his team-leading total to 12.
After Rob Ducey singled with
one out in the ninth, Clark drove
Jim Poole's first pitch over the
right field wall to snap a 2-2 tie.
Tom Henke pitched the final
two innings for his second victory in three decisions. Texas
starter Jack Armstrong worked
the lint six innings, allowing five
hits and one run.
The Orioles scored on an
infield single by Mark McLemore
in the third and a pinch-hit homer
by Lonnie Smith in the seventh.
Baltimore starter Ben McDonald
gave up seven hits and two runs
in seven-plus innings.
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seems to be a love hate
relationship.
When Jones bought the team in
1989, his first move was hiring
Johnson, then the University of
Miami coach.
The recent argument began
when Jones returned from an
NFL social event and apparently
felt snubbed Iss Johnson in front
of several former Cowboys
employees, the newspaper said.
At the hotel several hours later,
with reporters present, Jones said
he planned to immediatels
replace Johnson. Jones reportedls
mentioned former University. of
Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer as
a possible replacement.
"It concerns me when he says
to a group of reporters that he's
not only going to fire me. but
even says who the replacement is
going to be," Johnson said.

13

Friar coach
takes over
at Clemson

Dallas boys talk trash
i AP) — Cowboys
DAL L
Jimms Johnson and owner
.1;rrs Jones finally may have had
:he Ng blowup many have been
predicting.
Johnson left the NFL's annual
spring. meetings Tuesday saying
•
,•onsidering quitting after
r)g Jones .repeatedly
:•r:atened to fire him. The Dallas
slorning News reported in
todas's editions.
"I've heard from numerous
roliable sources that (Jones) was
in the bar in the earls hours of
he morning and threatening to
inc and said he was going to
-e MC at least eight or nine
:,[neN. Johnson told The Mornmg Nevbs.
''l am realls dumbfounded for
the simple reason I don't know
.4 hat I did.—
he said.
Johnson confronted Jones
ahout the statements Tuesdas at
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
NFL adopts several rule changes
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)- The two-point conversion became pen
of the NFL in a move designed to liven up a game that last year
seemed to be a long-range duel between field goal kickers.
The two-point conversion will be run from the 2-yard-line rather
than the 3 in college. It comes after a season in which three field
goals were kicked for every touchdown and field goals accounted
for 24 percent of the points.
It was passed along with two other changes designed to add
offense. Kickoffs will come from the 30-yard-line rather than the
35 and will be from a 1 -inch tee to prevent kicks that hang in the
air almost as long as punts.
Failed field goals will be placed at the spot where the kick was
attempted rather than the line of scrimmage. The kicking team will
be penalized between seven to eight yards for missing.

r Errors hurt State tourney
MSU cause Graves
takes
in 12-5 loss on Covington
at Ole Miss Holy Cross
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
OXFORD, Miss. - Errors
and walks were the chief culprits in the Murray State Thoroughbreds' 12-5 loss Tuesday
night at Southeastern Conference foe Ole Miss.
Ole Miss outhit the 'Breds
12-8 and took advantage of
four Murray State errors and
seven bases on balls. Ole Miss
(13-4) broke out to a 5-1 lead
after three innings and held the
lead the rest of the way.
Murray State (7-10) scored
four runs in the in the eighth
inning behind Eddie Doyle's
two-run double and a Kent
Leggs single. Designated hitter
Keith Gallagher led the
'Breds' attack with two hits.
Jason Walker suffered the loss
in a four-inning effort from the
mound.
Murray State returns home
to Reagan Field on Thursday
with a game against Cumberlaid at 2 p.m. The 'Breds host
Tennessee Tech to open Ohio
Valley Conference play with a
doubleheader on Saturday,
beginning at I p.m. and a
single game on Sunday (I
P.m.).

Dallas kicker Murray signs with Eagles
IRVING, Texas (AP)- Placekicker Eddie Murray became the
third member of the world champion Dallas Cowboys to leave,
signing a two-year deal with the Philadelphia Eagles.
Sources with the Cowboys said Murray's deal was for about $1
million. He also received an unspecified bonus.
Murray, 37, set a team record with 28 field goals on 33 attempts,
was 38-for-38 on extra points and scored 122 points last season.

Clemens, Viola back
in championship form
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Write(

•

FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) Roger Clemens and Frank Viola
began last season with four Cy
Young Awards and 315 wins
botween them. They ended it with
two bum elbows.
In between, Clemens struggled
with a groin injury and Viola suffered a sprained ankle. The Boston Red Sox' reliable one-two
pitching punch had broken down
and the team finished fifth in the
AL East.
Now they're healthy and pitching well again. Clemens has a
2.63 ERA in 13 2-3 innings in
spring training. Viola hasn't
allowed a run in 8 2-3 innings.
"I'm healthy and I'm strong
and my mechanics are getting
better and better each time out,"

said Clemens, who spent 26 days
last summer on the disabled list
wittra strained groin and missed
the last 13 days with a sore right
elbow.
Viola, who underwent surgery
on his left elbow Sept. 29, said,
"It feels real good and it's getting stronger every day."
That's good news for pitching
coach Mike Roarke, who
replaced the fired Rich Gale after
last season.
"If you ask anybody in the
league, could they afford to lose
their No. 1 and No. 2 starters and
still have a formidable staff, I
think you'd find that the answer
would be they would be struggling, too," Roarke said.
In 1992, their first season as
teammates, they had a combined
31-23 record in 484 2-3 innings.

•L.A. adds Magic...
FROM PAGE 10A
that hasn't happened since the
1975-76 season. With 18 games
remaining, the Lakers trail Denver by 51/2 games for the final
Western Conference playoff spot.
Johnson joins a host of other
NBA greats who have coached
the teams they played for: Jerry
West (Lakcrs); Bill Russell, Dave
Cowcns, K.C. Jones and Tom
Hcinsohn (Celtics); Willis Reed
(Knicks); Wes Unscld (Bullets)

and Billy Cunningham (76ers).
Johnson joined Larry Bird in
leading an NBA resurrection in
the 1980s, providing a lifeline at
an uncertain time for the league.
His command on the court, his
captivating smile and outgoing
personality helped make the Lakers one of the marquee teams in
professional sports. The Lakers
appeared in eight of the 10 NBA
finals in the decade, missing only
in 1981 and 1986.

I

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Louisville Moore coach Tom Finnegan has the state's top scorer,
but he rates Louisville Fairdale as
the favorite in the Boys State
Tournament this week.
Fairdale (30-4), the Sixth Region champion, opens first-round
play tonight against Clay County
(28-4), the 13th Region winner,
in Freedom Hall.
"Fairdale has the depth." said
Finnegan. "Depth is what you
need in the state tournament.
They have nine to 10 quality
players."
Moore features all-state center
Louis Richardson, who led the
state with 32.1 points a game this
season.
"He can take over a game and
dominate," Finnegan said of the
6-foot-8 senior. "He has overcome double and triple teaming
all season. He hasn't had a bad
game all year."
Fifth-ranked Fairdale, which is
led by all-state guard Rashawn
Morris, may have to contend with
an emotionally-charged opponent.
Clay County coach Bobby Keith
has announced that he is retiring
for health reasons.
Keith announced his retirement
before playing Harlan, the state's

No. I team, in the second round
of the 13th Region tournament.
"I knew it would put pressure
on our team, but we were playing
a team that was better than us,
and I was using every edge we
Lould get," he said. "I asked the
fans to show us one last time
their appreciation for what we
have done for Clay County
basketball. They responded, and
so did our players."
Guard Chris McKissic leads
Clay County with 22.8 points and
8.6 rebounds a game.
The state tourney begins its
four-day run when Muhlenberg
North (28-4) takes on Hopkins-

vine University Heights (30-5) in
the first game today.
Covington Holy Cross (29-5)
meets Graves County (29-5) in
the second game. Allen Central
(27-7) plays Shelby County
(21-10) in the first game tonight,
followed by the Fairdale-Clay
County contest.
On Thursday, North Hardin
(31-4) faces Warren East (19-12)
and Mason County engages
Moore (28-3) in the afternoon
session, followed by Lexington
Dunbar (29-8) against M.C.
Napier (28-3) and Boyd County
(31-4) taking on Wayne County
(27-5) in the evening session.

Youth Baseball Association
REGISTRATION
for all regular Murray/Calloway Co.

Baseball leagues
nmes: Saturday. March 26 • 9 a m 3 pm.
Wednesday. March 30 • 3-6 p m
Place: Denntson Hunt Sporting Goods, Inc
1203 West Chestnut, Murray
$30 for lit child. S25 for 2nd, ond
$20 for the 3rd and each additional
child of a grven family & household
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INTERCOLLEGIATE
RODEO

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your famiy insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

March 24,
25 &26

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there_
Slats Farm insurance Companies
Home Officos: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
New `I or*
16 19
Orlando
39 27
Marti
37 29
New Anew
34 31
Boston
2242
PNIadeChe
21 45
Washington
.19 47
Central Divelon
Atlanta
46 19
Clecago
13 23
C ev*la nd
37 29
.ndiana
)4 30
Charlotte
29 35
Detroit
18 47
1.4..vautee
18 47
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I
llouston
46 18
• San Antonio
46 20
Utah
43 24
Deovrv
33 32
IA nnesota
19 47
Dallas
8 57
Pacific Division
r Seattle
AO 17
Phoon.t
43 22
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25A
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11A
161.
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697
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288
123

1
44
13'A
28
381,

01

738 662 5

Portland
Golden Slats
LA Lenses
LA Clppers
Sacramento
• cinched pkrion spot

WA** 0 $O fee

MURRAY
STATE

SCOREBOARD

Beginning at
7:30 p.m.
40
38
27
24
23

27
27
37
40
43

597
585
422
375
348

Tuweea• Gomm
Now Jersey 105 L A Clow, 102
Charlotte 125. Philadelphia 91
•
Cevelend 93, Indiana 61
Van neeOla 83 Houston 81
Now Vora 87, Chicago 78
Denver 108. ',teatime 94
Phoenix 124. Mans 1111 Cif
Seattle 105 San Antonio 89
Golden Stale 117 Orlando 116
Portland 96 Sacramento 94
Wednesday's Gwen
CNcago at Philadelphia 630 pm
Charlotte at Allafora. 6 30 pm
IA Clcows at Detroit 630 pm
Cleveland at Ind+ 6 30 pm
I A Letters
. 730 pm
Orlando at Utai.
pm
Thursday's Genies
Boston at Washington. 630 pm
Now Yoe at Minnesota. 7 p m
LA Laws at Houston. 730 pm
1.4arn al Denver Rpm
Phoenix at Swine 9 pm
Meatuses at Golden Slate 930 p
San Antonio at Sacramento 9 30 p tn

9
10
204
234
244

•• +

High School Rodeo
Sunday, March 26 at 2 p.m.

West Kentucky Livestock
and Expo Center
College Farm Rd., Murray

Tickets available at the door or for more information, call 762-3125.
Sponsored by the 1.4St.: Rodeo Club

Spring Break Specials

•Clemson...
FROM PAGE 10A
in the second round of the ACC
tournament. The Tigers beat
West Virginia 96-79 in the second round of the NIT Monday
night and will play Vanderbilt
on Wednesday.
Barnes can't leave campus to
recruit until Clemson's season
ends, but he can make phone
calls to recruits and organize
his staff, Robinson said.
Barnes attended Lenoir Rhyne and began coaching at
North State Academy in Hickory, N.C., in 1977. He was an
assistant at Davidson, George
Mason, Alabama and Ohio
State before being named head
coach at George Mason in
1987. After a 20-10 season
there, Barnes moved to
Providence.
He inherits a team that is losing seven seniors, including
starters Lou Ritchie, Andre
Bovain, Jeff Brown and Wayne
Buckingham. There is also a
possibility that Wright could
make himself eligible for the
NBA draft.
John Marinatto, athletic
director at Providence, refused
to speculate on who would
replace Barnes, saying he had
learned not to identify candidates or "react to a public
timetable."
He said the college was considering several coaches and
may even check backgrounds of
certain candidates. The school
did not contact any coaches
while the season was in progress, he said.
Marinatto also said he had
heard rumors that several players were considering following
Barnes to Clemson.
"Our players are committed
to PC and once we get the new
head coach they will feel very
comfortable with where we are
going," he said.

opens today

Remember... Don't Drink and Drive!
Pricos Good Thru March 29th

Red Oak's Bridles To Britches

Gilbeys
Vodka

RODEO TENT SALE

'10.99

66.51

66.51

'15.99

Michelob

SmIrnoff
Vodka
t 15.39

'69.93

Michelob
Lite

lL

20°/0 Off

Bacardi Rum
Lite a DIA
1 73

'11.31
Mount Gay
11.91

1751

New Shipment!
Exciting
Colors &
Styles

J&B Scotch
t 73

'17"
Saddle Sale
Circle '"i'" • Hereford
Simco • Santa Fe

All Marked Down
•Ride a new saddle in
the Tater Day Parade'

New Colors
Saddle Pads
Saddle Blankets

'17.49

Ky. Tavern

Rodeo
T-Shirts

'31.99

Windsor
Canadian
1751 '13.89
Jack Daniels
Black
Tony Lama
sales rep.
will be here
Sat., March 26th
with special
prices
on Tony Lama
Boots.

Rodeo Equipment
AvailableGloves/Ropes
Spurs/Rosin
New Shipment!
Circle "Y- Belts
& Braided Belts

28.51
George
Dickel
"5, 22.99
Gordon Gin

'12.99
Canadian
Club

'20.97

(Bridles crii Britches
-5(1-4,10f3

Register for prizes to be given
away the week of the Murray
State Rodeo March 24-27.

Sheridan's
Dbl. Liq.
75G ad '21.86

Bud Lite

Seagrams 7 1

Wrangler • Roper
Panhandle Slim

- Kegs In Stock -

Bud

24.68

Shirts & Blouses

Irish Mist 1.1q.
7so• '23.65

Absolut
Vodka

March 23 - April 2

Men's • Ladies' • Children's
Long Sleeve

PARTY BLOCK

69.93

Miller
Lite

Emmet's Irish
Cream Uq.
750 W

'11.62

Bailey's Irish
Cream Liq.

Busch

64.67

O'Darby Irish
Cream Liq.
750,., 12.07

'61.29

Killian's Red '64.94

s

41.22
Feeney's Irish
Cream Liq.
10.12

•,
2.
•

;•

.

5

.•

ALL
PREMIUM
CIGARETTES

St. Brendan's
Irish Cream Liq.

'11.99
St. Brendan's
Irish Cream Liq.
1751 '22.63
Bailey's Irish
Cream Liq.

13.80

19.60
Carolan's Irish
Cream Liq.

Per Carton
or

12.98
Beefeater Gin

$1.38 Per Pack
,Syston Generals WarnIng;
+Quitting smoking now
greatly reduces serious
risks to your health.

30.99
Makers Mark

'27.99,

4

Canadian
Hunter

'14.39

West Wood Wines & liquors
.91)1

9.12 7711
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Identifying remains
of MIAs is tough job
141r1
"
1""`
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Murray Christian Academy's Primary Chess Team placed third at the
Quad A Regional Scholastic Chess Champoinshiop recently held in
Marion. They will compete at the Kentucky Scholastic State Chess
Championship In Lexington on March 26. Pictured are Blake McCuiston
:first-place unrated player), Andam Folsom, Brandi Melvin, Jacob Nerney and David Breeding.

Rettster ail Vote
L.
,
Uh

S't WeA'004.4.

RECOMINIIS (LEVU:ft OPPCIALI 4,040 'veto,

FARRIERS FORMULA
S16.95
CAPENYELL 5 CITY NAILS
$5.31
DIAMOND SPECIAL PLAIN 0
S1.98/PR

&Way Horseshoes, Eloolcor• & Horseshoeing Supplies
From Murray Hwy. 121 South 3 Mans. 894 Lan 3/4 Maws
759-9657 - Hours 7 a.m. will 4 p.m. - Monday to Friday

'Serving the Folder Industry Since 19116°

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage
°•ti

a-

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie Rosa & Danny

13•11•111•6•0
Spoirewred I, MurrAy, Sheltie

CIO,

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

800 Letter II Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games - $100 Each
• $700 Jatigart — (521 Number Cad
• Letter -If
'Can.:01m Ion

tf

- 30 Number, or
Prue • lo' ul H.

• 3 Special Games

tucky's progress.
Phil Bryan of Murray has been
Leadership Kentucky brings
selected as a participant in 1994
together each year 50 of the
Leadership Kentucky's 10th
Class as released by the Board of state's most promising leaders for
seven monthly programs that
Directors.
address critical issues facing the
The 1994 class represents a
state. They meet and talk with
diverse group of citizens from
Kentucky's current leaders and
throughout the Commonwealth.
explore through a systematic eduLeadership Kentucky was
cational program the state's
created in .1984 as a ricaT-profit
opportunities, needs and
statewide educational program in
resources.
affiliation with the Kentucky
At the conclusion of the LeadChamber of Commerce.
ership Kentucky experience, graParticipants in Leadership
duates have developed a network
Kentucky are selected as a crossof relationships throughout the
section of citizens representing a
state and they have deeper
variety of backgrounds, who have
demonstrated leadership ability - insights and broader khowledge
and who are dedicated to Ken- of the issues facing Kentucky.

Letters of Appreciation

Ross

Om. Numt..r kind 5100 .1,14,11

Bryan picked for 10th
Leadership Kentucky

j

11111.,1

h

pd •rptnimilm $140,0

- plouble ihnot pass

75', and 90',

National Guard Armory

Club thanks Greeks
Dear Editor:
The Sigma Dept. of the Murray Woman's Club would like to thank the
following sororities and fraternities for participating in the Bucket
Brigade at the Austin Peay game Feb. 26th:
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Omicron Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta. Kappa Alpha Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha
and the Pikes.
A total of $545 was collected with the Alpha Omicron Pi's collecting
the most.
This money will be added to the Pennies for the Park fund and be used
toward playground equipment.
Thank you to all the Racer fans who contributed!
Je,annetta Williams
Chairman, Sigma Dept.
Murray Woman's Club

HONOLULU (AP) — A few
skeletal remains. Some teeth. A
Sears credit card, doe tags, a pistol and boots.
This was once a U.S. airman,
shot down over Viemam. Now
these are the only dues to who he
was, and the Army's Central
Identification Laboratory must
piece together the puzzle of his
identity.
Acting as detectives, scientists
and historians, the lab's workers
try to humanize the remains of
U.S. military personnel listed as
killed, missing in action or unaccounted for from World War II,
the Korean War or the Vietnam
War.
"I look at my family, my wife
and children, and putting them in
the same situation. if 1 had not
returned. I would want somebody
doing what I'm doing," said Lt.
Col. Johnie Webb Jr., a Vietnam
veteran who served as the unit's
commander for II years and has
been with the unit since its inception IN 1973.
The goal, he said, is "to try
and provide a family with
answers to let them know what
happened and, if possible, to
bring them back so they would
have a grave they could visit."
More than 2,200 servicemen
are listed as unaccounted for
from the Vietnam War, more than
8,(X)0 from the Korean War and
newly 79,000. from World War
II. There have been 563 individual identifications; 40 to 50 cases
are pending.
The process of sorting out
bone fragments and other possible clues is painstaking; despite
recent advancements in computer
and medical technology, cases
can take years to resolve.
In the case of Army Sgt. Frank
Morales, an infantryman killed in
the Korean War in November
1950, identification was made
less than two months after the
remains were repatriated by
North Korea in December. Dental
records were the key — Morales
had bridge work, and many front
texili but few back teeth.
For the unknown airman, there
was no easy medical
identification.
Parts of the downed plane were
repatriated with the remains last
year, and this allowed officials to
trace the four-man crew.
•
Checking the records, a forensic dentist matched an overhang in
a filling of a tooth that was
among the remains with an X-ray

Hwy. 121 North, Nlorrias,

Cost delays completion of school

OTRMARELT

AMERICA'S
BEST JUST
GOT BETTER

,

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Completion of one of Kentucky's
most expensive high schools was
put on hold again amid financial
discussions between the state
Department of Education and
Pike County school officials.
The agency postponed a scheduled sale of $7.9 million in
school revenue bonds to build a
gymnasium and athletic complex
at Pike Central High School.
State officials cited concerns
about "several fiscal issues" in
the state's fourth-largest school
district.
Those issues include the possible loss of $500.000 in special-

education funds and a payroll fattened by 129 new hires since Reo
Johns became superintendent last
year. Local school officials acknowledged Monday that those
issues may force the system to
borrow money to meet its payroll.
Bruce Hopkins, a spokesman
for the superintendent, blamed
the system's fiscal problems on
several factors, including late
revenues from delayed propertytax bills and problems inherited
from former superintendent Larry
Burke, whom Johns replaced last
June.
Construction at Pike Central
began in the mid-1980s but has

languished for years during local
squabbles and at least one site
change. It opened last August
without a gym or athletic field.
The school, which consolidated
Johns Creek and Mullins high
schools, has 1,300 students and
will cost, when completed, more
than 520 million, said Mark
Ryles, the state Education
Department's director of facilities
management.
That places Pike Central with
Paul Laurence Dunbar High
School in Lexington and Rylc
High School in Boone County as
the state's three most expensive
schools, Ryles said.

taken when the work was done on
one of the four crewmen.
This wasn't enough proof, so
the lab had bone samples
analyzed by scientists who
extracted DNA and compared it
with a DNA sample from a
maternal relative of the airman.
A match was made and the
case soon may be forwarded for
the mandatory review process all
cases must pass before identifications are approved.
The lah's staff of 152 is based
at Hickam Air Force Base And is
divided into three units: search
and recovery, casualty data
analysis and laboratory.
Three search and recovery
teams, which also include personnel from other military branches,
conduct excavations and collect
evidence from battle areas and
crash sites. Once the remains are
sent home, they are divided as
best as possible into separate
individuals.
The Casualty Data Analysis
section studies records and military historical data to verify
information provided by the
country that repatriated the
remains, or tries to match information from battles and crashes
with information recovered from
excavations.
Using a computer databasc,
workers scan records to see how
many of the people listed as
unaccounted for were in that particular area on a mission, or on a
particular flight if remains Were
recovered from a crash site.
Working independently,
anthropologists and experts in
dentistry try to identify the
remains, looking for clues to help
determine age, size and other
characteristics that may aid in
identification.
Using the database, they narrow the possible choices to those
who fit the description, and then
begin to check individual medical
and dental records of people the
computer says may fit the profile.
When the results of that work
still leave a handful of possible
matches, bone samples arc taken
when possible and sent to labs for
possible DNA matching. Not all
bones yield DNA because of
deterioration and other factors.
Once a recommendation is
made for positive identification,
it's sent for approval to the
Armed Services Graves Registration Office, and the material is
reviewed by an independent
group of board-certified forensic
consultants.
If the consultants agree with
the recommendations, they are
sent to the Armed Forces Identification Review Board for final
approval.
A family can have the case
reviewed at government expense
by an independent expert of their
le-fusu-to-ac-c-e-ptthe remains.
"We try to put them at case,"
Webb said. "We often establish
identity with a very small amount
of remains of that individual, so
it's very difficult for the families
to accept that this is their loved
one.
"These families have lived
with the uncertainty for a long
time. We can relieve a lot of that
uncertainty."
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"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"

'leaf Waranly

16 X 80 Fleetwood

4

TROY-BILT* MULCHING MOWER
The NEW, IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has—
• Lightweight Cast Aluminum Deck
- Single-lever height adjustment for all four wheels
• Multiple speed transmission
• Blade Brake Clutch (5 5HP Model,
• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
•5 Models to choose from. 4 - 5 5HP
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty
No-money-Pow
Financing Available

T-hru the entire month of
March, every bottle, box and jug of wine
will be discounted 10-50% off regular price. With
over 500 different Wines from 16 countries, this is
the biggest and best wine sale of the year! Special
orders are welcome. Remember,if you don't buy
before the end of March, youll be an April fool

PRICE INCLUDES:
See Our
Selection
.14 Single
Wides
-16' Single
Wides

'Upgrade Insulation
'Storm Windows
'Garden Tub
'Wire For Ceiling Fan
'Delivery/Set-Up

See Our
Selection
•Double
Wides
Wides

Paducah', Most Inter.

0/710W/ALT

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571

ThePartyMart

KEITH BAKER tel
HOMES, INC.

r

Open 7 Days A Work
(101) 144-0012 Hwy. 79€., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
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Australians alarmed
with asthma attacks
severe asthma attacks.
"Royal jelly constitutes
major life-threatening risk to
patients with a known history of
asthma or allergies related to
asthma," the Australian physicians concluded.
Royal jelly is secreted by
worker bees. It is food for bee
larvae and stimulates the development of larvae into queen
bees.
None of the four patients given
skin tests showed an allergy to
David Graves, a junior at Murray High School, has been selected as
bee venom. Other patients were
student of the week. The son of Ed and Alida Graves, he Is a member
questioned on that point, and they
of the speech team, TV club, French club, academic team and an honor
also said they were not allergic to
roll student. Pictured from left: Principal Bill Wells, Wendy Parker of
bee stings.
WSJP, Graves and James Hart of Century 21.
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest sent the Australian
medical reports to the FDA on
Monday, asking Commissioner
David Kessler to warn asthma
sufferers not to use royal jelly
and to require warning labels on
the product.
FDA officials said they had not
received the request by late Monday and decliaed comment. Two
EUGENE, Ore.(AP) — A conRon Chase, 10 of the latest
companies that sell the product
victed killer and sex offender
charges.
_.1
didn't return phone calls.
who was released from prison
He described Obremski as
Doctors have reported other,
over the objections of his vicpopular with the halfway house
unconfirmed cases where bee
tims' relatives was arraigned
staff and "obsessive" about fly
pollen or bee wax caused asthma
Monday on charges of molesting
fishing. "He fished at every
attacks, so any bee product could
a 4-year-old girl.
opportunit
y," Chase said.
be suspect, said Dr. Hugh SampRussell Obremski did not enter_
Obremski was cited by stateson at Johns Hopkins University.
a plea during his brief court
police in January for using a
"Those products are not reguappearance. He was ordered held
barbed hook while fishing on the
lated by the FDA, so there's no
without bail on charges of sex
McKenzie River in violation of
guarantee on what ingredients
abuse and sodomy.
state
wildlife laws. He paid a $74
might be included," added Dr.
Obremski spent 24 years in
fine.
Stanley Szefler of the National
prison for the 1969 killings of
He was required to spend only
Jewish Center for Immunology
two women in southern Oregon
two
nights a week at the halfway
and Respiratory Medicine.
before being paroled 4%2 months
house, and spent some nights at
He compared the warnings to
ago.
the home of a girlfriend, Chase
the recent discovery that a widely
"The parole board notified me
said.
used herbal insomniac remedy
they could hold him for life —
He attended weekly counseling
called jin bu huan can cause liver
now," David M. Koch, branch
sessions with a psychologist and
disease.
manager for the Oregon Departhad successfully completed a
ment of Corrections, said
substance abuse program.
Monday.
"He used the support program
Obremski, 49, was on parole
to give his life structure as he
from a 20-year sentence for the
moved back into the communistatutory rape of a 14-year-old
ty," Chase said.
girl in Washington state when he
But Obremski had been under
murdered Laverna May Lowe and
pressure since March 9, when
Betty Ann Ritchie in February
CBS aired an episode of "48
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — A
cutoff. In a telephone interview, 1969.
Hours" detailing his 1969
recently discovered protein shows
Torosian cited that result in
He was sentenced to two life
crimes, said his parole officer, Al
up chiefly in the blood of some
explaining his skepticism about prison terms, and was first
scheMcCann.
cancer patients and may prove to
early detection.
duled for parole in August 1983.
After the TV show aired,
be a useful indicator of breast
But Hanausek said that the
His release was delayed five
Obremski was fired from his job
and prostate cancer, a researcher
cutoff is still appreciably above times as relatives of
his victims
tending livestock at a ranch near
says.
the normal average for the gener- campaigned to keep
him
behind
Eugene.
Blood tests for the protein may
al population and that women
bars. He was finally released
one day help in early detection
scoring close to it should be from prison Nov. 8.
and in tracking the results of checked further for cancer.
Koch said authorities believe
therapy, said Margaret Hanausek
In a separate presentation, Obremski had been
drinking
of the University of Texas M.D.
Danny Welch of the Pennsylvania
before his latest arrest, although
Anderson Cancer Center in
State University College of Medi- counselors reported
he had been
Smithville.
cine in Hershey presented evitaking monitored doses of a subShe presented early data on the
dence that an unidentified gene stance that causes
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
severe nausea
protein Monday at a seminar
on chromosome 6 can prevent if alcohol is
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
consumed.
Taking
sponsored by the American
spreading of the skin cancer the substance was one
plans are competitive alternatives to
of the
Cancer Society.
melanoma.
other savings plans. The initial
terms of his parole.
"It appears to be the most
The work was done with
guaranteed rate* for amounts over
"Somebody ought to put a bulpromising (tumor marker) I've
human melanoma cells that norS5,000
is:
let in his head and get it over
seen in a long, long time," said
mally spread aggressively when
with,"
said
Bill
Ritchie,
son
of
Dr. Harmon Eyre, the society's
transplanted into mice. The cells one of the murder
victims. "But
deputy executive vice president
can be locked
lack a piece of chromosome 6.
then,
that
puts
us
at the same
for medical affairs and research.
in-fr owe year.
When researchers supplied them
—12W-13r. Michael Torosian, a
with an entire chromosome 6, the -level as him.—
Ask your Woodmen representative
Obremski was arrested Friday
surgical oncologist at the Univer- cancers did not spread in the
about our Flexible and Single
at the halfway house where he
sity of Pennsyvania, said
Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
mice.
lived.
Hanausek's data suggest the test
To locate the responsible gene,
Robert Duncan
Staff at the house, run by
would not be useful for early
Welch said, researchers will cut
Woodmen Bldg.
Sponsors Inc., expressed shock,
detection of breast tumors.
the chromosome in half to see
3rd & Maple, Murray
describing Obremski as friendly,
Hanausek said the protein can
which half suppresses the cancer.
753-6050
outgoing and seemingly doing
be found by a simple blood test. Then that segment will be cut in
Woodrnen
well in his efforts to rehabilitate
She said the function of the prohalf for another test, and so on
of the World
himself.
tein, called p65, is not known.
until the gene is located.
t Life Insurance Society t
"I'm not sure it did happen,"
She did not offer detailed findEyre said identifying the gene
Office Omaha. Nebraska ‘p
the house's executive director,
ings involving prostate cancer, could give leads for controlling
saying the company she did that
the spread of melanoma.
research with is keeping results
confidential. But she said p65
levels were much higher in 311
For Your Consenience Now Offerc
prostate cancer patients than in
353 men with benign enlargement
of the prostate.
A p65 test might be used along
Daily Monday-Friday
with a standard test for another
Ship Weekly & Save Money
substance, called prostate-specific
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — KenN1-1 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
antigen, to detect prostate cancer,
tucky State Police reported that
111•,%. 631 N. Olympic Plaza
7c1.2180
she said.
Eddie Wayne Spencer, the
In a study focusing on breast
brother of former Breathitt Councancer, only 12 of 112 women
ty Sheriff Dean Spencer, was
without cancer scored above the
found shot to death in his home.
study's statistical cutoff for norThe body of Spencer, 30, was
mal levels, she said. In contrast,
found Monday. He had been shot
119 of 132 blood samples from
WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!
patients in various stages of once.
Dean Spencer was sheriff from
breast cancer scored above the
1989 through 1993. In 1991, he
cutoff, she said. Twelve of 68
was acquitted of federal drug and
women with benign breast disextortion charges in a sting operease scored above the cutoff.
ation that resulted in convictions
But the study found that
of
five other eastern Kentucky
women in the very earliest stages
lawmen.
of cancer had protein levels that
He is now Breathitt County
were not obviously above the
commonwealth's detective.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
dietary supplement called royal
jelly apparently triggered severe
asthma attacks in 10 people,
including one that killed an
11 -year-old girl, Australian docton say.
Their reports in the Medical
Journal of Australia prompted a
Washington -based consumer
group to ask the Food and Drug
Administration on Monday to
warn asthma sufferers to stay
away from the bee product,
which is commonly sold in health
food stores.
U.S. asthma experts reported
no problems with the supplement
here but said the preliminary
Australian reports are enough to
cause concern.
"I don't know enough about
how often this kind of product is
used in this country, but if it is
used then there is a risk of having
a severe reaction to ingesting
them regardless of what country
people are living in," said Dr.
Marshall Piaui, chief of asthma at
the National Institutes of Health.
The Australian doctors, from
Alfred Hospital in Prahran, Victoria, and from the government's
Adverse Reactions Committee,
linked the product to severe asthma and vomiting that killed an
11-year-old girl. The attack
struck 20 minutes after she ate
500 milligrams of royal jelly.
It also caused severe asthma
attacks in nine other people, the
preliminary report said.
The doctors said they tested
four of the patients, who all
showed sensitivity to royal jelly
in standard allergy skin tests.
Two patients were then given
royal jelly capsules and within 30
minutes began experiencing

Paroled killer, sex
offender charged with
molesting 4-year-old girl

Protein in blood may
be signal of cancers
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Bulb, broom sales
planned by Lions
During the regular dinner
meeting of Murray Lions Club on
Tuesday, March 22, members discussed plans to spread out
through the community during
the evenings of April 18, 19 and
20 to participate in the Annual
Bulb and Broom Sale.

.•

support through the local club's
Lions chanties.
"As members of the Lions
Club amve at your door, please
welcome them and support this
year's event by purchasing the
moderately priced and yet high
quality light bulbs and brooms
which they will have with them,"
said Lion Jim Taylor.
Buyers will find the bulbs and
brooms of significant value while
your purchase will support vision
programs and other Lions charities within your community. Taylor added.

This annual drive is a majoi
fund raising event for the local
Lions Club.-It is events such as
this which allow the local Lions
Club to provide local support of
glasses for the needy, diabetes
support, scholarships, and other
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DIAMONDS
AND
GOLD

Our Diamonds
are
CLEAR NOT
CLOUDY
and we
prove it
with
GEM SCAN

/
4 41.
One Diamond
'PRAYING HANDS" Ring

4., .110„iii
fFeV,

c

twAtigAz
.
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His or Hers Lucky
Diamond Horseshoe Rings

"new "Clear Not Cloudy'

$99
8 Diamond'WRAP'$09
Solitaire Enhancer 4W
Diamonds &
Amethyst

Diamonds &
Blue Topaz

Diamonds &SIM
Garnets "UUS

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Official's brother
found dead from
gui, shot wound

UPS Pick-Up

Ladies Designer
Fashion Cluster

ma
44.

Diamonds, Rubies spa
Emeralds & Sapphires4Uu

ruPq

"Clear Not Cloudy"
Channel Set Design
114 Carat*

1/2 Carat*

*199. *399.

Aft

Wide Solid Gold
18" Chain

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

•

Financing Available

•

ae.

Fuelish Person Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Servicy
51
otith 12th SF, ftiltir

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

JEWELERS
Ch•stnul Hills Shopping Center • Murray • 7112-7.6
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 11-7:00

DGEr
STRETCHERS

„It's The Total in The Tape That Counts!!!
Value Pack

Packed As
Mixed Chops

4.0fro-=

FRYER THIGHS
OR
DRUMSTICKS

1/4
PORK LOI

$38
Lb.

1GA (Bones 3/325)

$1.39
Jim Adams (Bonus 3/4.29)
a. $1.59
Bacon
Oscar Mayes rum Pack (Bonus 3/4.83)
13 as. $1.79
Lunchables

Lunch Meats

16 as.

California

LETTUCE

Lb.
Value Peek Fryer

Head

a. 59'

Leg Quarters
01 Springhill (Bonus 3/3.48)

Corn Dogs

California

$1.29
9.6 oz. $2.19

Tenn. Pride Beat 8 Eat

Sausage 8 B cult,
,-

79`
Bead $1.49

Broccoli

lb.

Bunch

California

Cauliflower
4•
I

••

New Crop
Texas

Value Pack

T-BONE
STEAK

Pole Beans

Jim Adams or field (Bonus 3/4.02)

a. $1.49

Wieners
U.:" •
11 1

-

•

Navel
California

,„

79

Lb.

is oz. $1.59

Bologna

4 Lb.
Bag

ORANGES
Fresh

Jim Adams or Field (Bones 3/429)

N.

I.51.
ZrrT

SWEET
ONIONS

59
Lb.

.**-•

lb.

89'

Seed Potatoes
and Onion Sets

Fresh

Strawberries

pint

$1.19

19'1
SD
co
'Mak

1111

Martha White

Tasters Choice Instant

MEAL

COFFEE

5 Lb. Bag

7 us. Jar

COKE PRODUCTS
12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

POTATOnsallIn

Dog rood

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 Boll Package

WA 12 Pk.

Ice Milk
Bars

POWERADE
DRINK
SPORTS
Bey Ilne U Is. Bet One
FREE "

CRACKERS
22-24

'2"

Charmin

OZ. Pkg.

lbgirellee Nabs 3/211/941
WMW 3 Free BB Is. 1816 Tbe Pankow DI 3 33 es. Powered.

trzr HOMETOWN PR
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Anderson will speak at Ladies' Day

DEATHS

1
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Gerald H. Richerson
The funeral for Gerald H. Richerson will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
and the Rev. Joe Eaton will officiate. Music will be by Mrs. Oneida
White.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4:30 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Richerson, 77, Rt. 7, Murray, died Tuesday at 2:06 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mrs. Ophelia Richerson.
on Sept. 2, 1967; one son, Jerry Richerson; one sister, Mrs. Estelle
Parkhurst; and four brothers, Charles, J.W., L.A., and Ralph
Richerson.
Born March 29, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Luther Richerson and Connie Rogers Richerson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eulalia Richerson, to whom he was
married on March 28, 1970; one daughter, Mrs. Janice Stinger, and
one granddaughter, Julie Stinger, Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Dr. Dennis Richerson, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Shirley
Odell and husband, Jim, Missouri, Mrs. Diane West and husband,
Bobby, Crossland, Mich., and Mrs. Carolyn Windsor and husband,
Donnie, Tr -City, two sisters, Mrs. Martha Underwood, Murray, and
Mrs. Frances McKenzie, Minneapolis, Minn.; eight stepgrandchildren;
seven stepgreat-grandchildren.

Ms. Clora Mae (Gloria) Mathis
Ms. Clora Mae (Gloria) Mathis, 79, died Tuesday at 2:10 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray. She was a former resident of
Mayfield.
Survivors include two nieces, Mrs. Carol Hendrickson, Murray, and
Mrs. Jean Ann Viniard, Clinton; one nephew, Morgan Mathis, Mayfield; a cousin, Mrs. Martha Broach and husband, Ray, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today
-(Wednesday).

Mrs. Fannie B. Kirkland
Services for Mrs. Fannie B. Kirkland were Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. David Jackson
officiated.
Pallbearers were Charlie Norwood, Ray Norwood, Steve Ealey, Jim
Ealey, Paul McDaniel and Jeff Riley. Burial was in Mount Zion
Cemetery at Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Kirkland, 90, Benton, died Saturday at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was married April 5, 1926, to Roy Marvin Kirkland, who died
Nov. 13, 1958. Three sisters and one brother also preceded her in
death. Born June 21, 1903, at Hazel, she was the daughter of the late
Robert Farris and Dona Allen Farris.
Mrs. Kirkland was a member of Benton Church of Christ, Benton,
where she had resided for the past 33 years.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Eva Morris, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Dorothy McDaniel and Mrs. Donna Ealey, Benton; five
grandchildren, Marcettia Norwood, Vickie Pritchard, Sherry Riley,
Jim Ealey and Steve Ealey; eight great-grandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.

growing attendance. The program
has attracted well known speakers, who have presented timely
lessons on national and international levels that could be incorporated into daily living.
Anderson's husband, Bob, is a
forester with Westvaco, and
serves as deacon for the church at
Sulphur Well. They have three
girls, Amy, a December graduate
of David Lipscomb University;
Nancy, a freshman at David Lipscomb; and Mary Kate, a freshman at Henry County High
School.
Anderson is a graduate of
David Lipscomb College and
taught in the elementary schools
of Metro-Nashville and Putnam
County. She is owner and direc-

MAYRELD — Betty Anderson, a former member of Seventh
& College Church of Christ here,
returnes to Mayfield on Saturday.
March 26, for the church's 10th
and final Ladies Day — -That
Great Homecoming Day" —
program.
Anderson, a Paris, Tenn., resident, who worships at and is
avtive in the Sulphur Well
Church of Christ, will speak during the 9:30-10:15 a.m. program,
and again during the 10:30-11:15
a.m. program.
Ladies Day was begun at
Seventh and College Church of
Christ, 104 East College St.,
Mayfield, 10 years ago and rapidly became an annual event with a

tor of "Miss Beuy's Kinder Gluten," a child care center and preschool with approximately 60
youngsters under age five.
The Andersons worship with
Sulphur Well Church where she
takes an active part and teaches
the Ladies Bible Class. They
have worked with congregations
n Nashville, Cookeville, McMinnville, and Paris, Tenn., as well
as Seventh and College in
Mayfield.
"A Taste of Heaven" brunch

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning

PHECY
end
IMES

Politics, remoteness
stall 911 emergency
ELIZABETH, Pa. (AP) — Joy
Adams jumped for the phone
when her son ran through her
front door, screaming that a guntoting classmate had opened fire
at a school bus stop.
She dialed a seven-digit number to summon police, then she
hung up and dialed a different
seven-digit number to reach an
ambulance dispatcher.
Her husband was outside, trying to talk the 14-year-old youth
into dropping the weapon. One
student had been hit in the arm
and was bleeding in her home.
Other students were clinging to
her floor.
"It was very confusing," Mrs.
Adams said. "Even though we
have a sticker with the numbers
on our telephone, it's hard to tell
which number is for which.
"It would be so much easier if
there was one number for everything — preferably 911," she
said.
But like about 25 percent of
U.S. residents, Mrs. Adams does
not have 911 service. If emergency numbers aren't pasted to the
phone, these people have to look
a number up in the phone book
when they're under the gun.
And every second counts.
That's why, 911 advocates say,
it's unfathomable that one of
every four Americans, most of
them in rural areas, cannot access
the universal emergency number

and fellowship will be served by
the ladies of Seventh and College
Church of Christ. Nursery services will be provided for children age five and under.
The public is invited to attend
the program which begins at 930
a.m. and concludes at 12:30 p.m.
For more information call
1-502-247-5201.

Interest Rau
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Ca Now For More Jaforweaarra
Os Tax-deferred Arsasrlekr

Coming?

What Is

Will the church go through the
tnbulation?
God doesn't want his people in the dark!
Don't take mans word, but what the
Bible has to say.
Bob Lamore will teach on the end time.
beginning Thurs. March 24,7 00-9.00 p.m.
for approximately 10 weeks. .00Int and
bring a notepad.

25 years after it debuted in
Alabama.
isnatiito
mpeulp
ofPittsburgh,, hawsith91 . po
burgh suburbs, where 1 million
people live, do not, and they constitute the largest area in the
country without 911.
There are hospitals on the cutting edge of medicine — transplanting baboon livers into
humans — but the emergency
response system is disjointed and
archaic. There are about 60 different dispatching centers in the
suburbs, working with over 300
police departments, ambulance
services and volunteer fire
departments.
"It's hard to believe," said
Faith DePoppe, of suburban
Wexford. "When you need help,
you don't have time to go look
through a phone book."
In some non-911 communities,
there might be three different
seven-digit numbers for police,
fire and paramedics. Even when
it's not an emergency, the process can be trying.
The advantage of 911 is obvious in that it's easy to remember
and well publicized, thanks to
large numbers across the back of
many emergency vehicles and the
television show "
.Rescue 911."
For those who have it — even
toddlers — dialing 911 is like a
reflex in an emergency. That's
the key, experts said.

M. WAYNE
BENNEvrT
Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-I880

LIGHTHOUSE
CHRISTIAN MISSION

Golden aide Insurance Company. Baled A.

(Superior) by A.bl. Beal This rating Mansur

Corner 15th and Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky
For more information contact
Brother Phillip Rogers 753-6911

financial strength and stability
'This annuity ackidas • 2% Rim -year booms.
Rate as cil 12-10-93, manna to change.

nia-usia

Spring is just around the corner...
New spring baskets • Easter decorations
New ptcture frames • New spring planters
Paul Sawyer prints • Decorative flag
Celestial: hat boxes, candleholders, baskets, wall hooks

Sows
LS 1-2 270-3% 44.LS 1.3 340-404 lbs..
LS 1.3 440-523 Ilia
US 1.3 525 mid up
LS 2.3 31111-54111 lb.
Boars 5211.04.211.55

131.341-33.30
S3314-34.5*
534-54-35.15
$411.01143.01/1
135.111-32.311

4

Dow Jones Ind. Arg..........-1.44
DJIA Pretious Close....-3862.55
485/v 1/s
Air Products_
A T & T.....................535/1+1/1
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton...—. 893/4+1/2
Bristol Myers Squibb........33-1/s
CBT Corp. Ky.' ...401/213 421/zA

Calf Today
OA
W Professional

Real Estate

Offke
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet
1103 Northwood Dr.

"I want your
real estate business"

'Total- Commitment
to Service'

tat

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Chaise Lounge
5 Piece Set
Table & Four Chairs

Prices as of 9 a.m.

Regular $516

K U Energy.................. 271/4+14
Kroger
unc
L G & E..................___381/4+1/s
Mattel.
..255/8-1/s
McDonalds
Merck
J.C.
Peoples First'---- 241/2B 26A
Quaker Oats».................623/1-3/s
Schering-Plough-577/34-3/s

Now '29995

Dean Foods....................32'/a unc
Exxon............65/s unc
623/s+s/s
Ford Motor..
ow" General Electrk............103112+114
General Motors............... 50'4-1/4
Goodrich...................433/4 unc
Time Warner..—...—.... 425/s4-1/4
Goodyear
Ingersoll Rand

3914+1/s Wal•Mart.

Lyons is e rnarkot
UNC -price unchanged

Maker

NOW ON
SALE

.273/4+34

In JAM stock

4k11
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Save

WI

WI

warm, 1••• • ki.."4.......4551

25%-40%

On All Styles

Our Best Investment Is You.

Regular $248

an.f Strf

Regular $289

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER
HEALTH

DR. MARY BROER1NGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

EXERCISE - GOOD OR BAD?
Perhaps you ve bees shown exercises to
help your lower heck problems What do you
think7 Is it alright for you to use than toe
Ii would be milightesuig
how the
amber of people with qualified back problems litho are mid they only need to escrow
They me led to bebeve that anthill else seed
be date except to follow the sheet of
stretcheig uteruses
This is sot only moosaplese therapy, it is
also therapy that °mild be disestrous Whim
we exercise amd stretch aturcies vrahotat
removals the caw of the mums. a actually
hems the body is derriere's Nam Vow me
he
off dam so exercise at all

ia

chroprectic, we know that exercise m an

important part of health, but only after
chiropractic cm* he. removed the Mimi
(mafioso that caused the problem at the firm
Owe ilten. sad only dies, can the spite be
correctly stretched mod strengthened without
osimanxing muscles mid serves

Dr. Mary Broeringineyer
-Chiroprictor4 miles Fast on Hwy. 94
753-2962

Now $15995

3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs
Regular $357

Now '19995

r

Full selection of cards, thank you notes & invitations!

Take advantage of our
Pre-Season savings!

Stock Market Report

4

DRUGS
HOLLAND
109 S. 4th St.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Market Veers Service Marcb 23, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: AcL 374, Est 3041 Barrows
Gills fay .34 lolinc Sam ilas4y -SI bisher
$41-54-42. all
CS 1.2 2311-1% 0.
1311.311-41 II4
US 219-2311 lb.
S41.04.41.30
1,3 2-3 234244 I be.
$411.14-41 00
1.1 3-4 244470 lbs.

Perm GKJ.AN- 10

.1.46604111
fiViNg.:01

Spring
Chair

Table
Regular $132

Now $8995

Thurman's
FURNITURE
New Store Hours 900-5:30

'
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44 Late assessments leave counties in bind

The Liberty Boys will sing Saturday. March 26, at Buchanan Baptist
Church, located on Highway 218 in Buchanan, Tenn. Singing will begin
at 7 p.m. Members of the group are, from left, Roy Skinner, Harold
Anderson, Gary Leek, Jack King, Darvm Stom, Steve Molloy, and seated, Larry Turnbow. For more information call 753-1614. The public is
invited to attend.

MURRAY CABLEVISION
CUSTOMERS

•

Due to system upgrade, service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

CABLE
VLS1SN

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP)
When the state Revenue Cabinet
found properties badly underassessed or omitted from the tax
rolls, it declared an emergency in
25 counties and took over the
process.
More than throe years later, the
reassessment effort is still imornpletc And some counties are
struggling to come up with
money while they wait for tax
bills with the new assessments to
go out.
"It's cut us in half," said nee,Is elected Johnson County Sheriff
Don McFaddire who has laid off
four of his nine employees
because he doesn't have any tax collection fees coming in to pay
their salaries.
"I borrowed the payroll," said
Leslie County Sheriff Ford Bowling. who has also laid off three
deputies "It's caused a hardship
on the counties."
The problem has gotten so had
that the state Department of Local Government has requested
financial analyses on Elliott,
Leslie, Letcher, McCreary, Perry
and Powell counties. That's,to
ensure that they end the ILA
sear on June 30 with a balanced
budget. as required by the state
constitution.
•'it could bc a serious probkm." said state Local Finance
Officer David Adams.
Under the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act, property in
all Kentucky counties was to
have been assessed at 100 percent
of its fair market value hs June
30 of this sear.

By April 1993, the emergenty
reassessment program had spent
all but $500010 of a $12 million
appropriation and had finished
work in only three counties.
Money is still tight, but state offi,tala say the project is nearly
doles. ... It's cnppled our lawenforcement duties.Leslie County Judge-Executive
Orme Sizemore has laid off
about half of his 38-person payroll since taking office in January. He cited a huge debt left by
the outgoing administration, and
said the late assessment isn't
helping matters.
"We're already to the bone,"
said Sizemore, who has volunteers driving solid-waste trucks
and ambulances to take up some
of the slack.
Newly elected Pike County
Judge-Executive Donna Damron
said her county always has to
borrow money to get through the
year. But with tax bills not going
out until at least next month, she
said 'things are probably a little
worse this year.
"We did lay off all temporary,
seasonal and replacement workers," she said. "As people leave,
we are trying not to fill those
positions."
complete.
"We are operating in the black
on the emergency project," said
Billy Whittaker, deputy commissioner of the cabinet's Department of Property Taxation. "It's
coming to a head."
Whittaker said reassessments
were finished in all but six counties — Floyd, Greenup, Harlan,

Johnson, Utile and Pike. Leslie
County is expected to be wrapped
up within the week.
Whittaker said Harlan, Johnson
and Pike are the only counties
where the assessment wort will
continue past June 30, the end of
the current budget year.
"Now that we've got through
this once, then you should see the
tax calendar being adhered to,"
Whittaker said.
In the meantime, some county
services are hurting. Especially
hard hit are sheriffs, who depend
on fees from the tax collections
to run their departments.

The county decided to use a
state -approved option called
"compensating rate" billing for
1993 — meaning bills will be for
the same amount as the previous
year.
But that still didn't speed
things up enough for some people
who budget for their taxes
throughout the year and are floe
eager to settle up, Damron said.
"You'd be surprised at the
people who call and say, 'When's
my tax ticket coming out?" she
said.

Johnson County's situation is
especially bad. The Revenue
Cabinet not only took over the
reassessment process there, but
also ousted Property Valuation
Administrator Custer C.
Picklesimer.
The cabinet removed Picklesimer in June because he had failed to reassess at the rate the state
had ordered — 1,200 parcels a
month. But Picklesimer was reelected in November to a fiveyear term, and a judge last month
ordered him back into office —
and the Revenue Cabinet out.
The sheriff can't collect 1993
taxes yet, and he recently learned
that about $85,000 of what he
collects will have to be credited
to his predecessor's accounts.
The fiscal court has already had
to advance him $5,000.
"I've only drawn one paycheck myself, and it was only
$400," McFaddin said. "We're
performing our constitutional

Magoffin County indicts people
for voter-fraud election charges
SALYERSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Ten people in Magoffin County
were indicted Tuesday on vote
fraud charges in•connecuon with
the Nov. 2 election, the second
round of election fraud indictment's- in that county in five
months.
Also Tuesday, Kentucky State
Police began arresting 10 people
indicted by a Clinton Counts
grand jury on voter-fraud
charges.
Nine of the people indicted by.
3 Magoffin County grand jury
were precinct workers in the eleclion. All of the precinct workers
were charged with illegally
assisting voters in casting their
ballots.
Secretary of State Bob Bab-
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election. Nine Albany residents
had been arrested by Tuesday
night.
Jackie Stonecipher, 52, was
charged with offering to buy a
vote and two counts of complicity to buy votes.
Charged with buying or selling
a vote were Jesse,e Collins, 43,
three counts; Gary Wayne Tallent, 46, one count; Randall
Rains, 43, one count; Jerry Land,
21, one count; Cordell Collins,
45, three counts; Rena Wallace,
70, one count; Ronnie Jones, 31,
one count; Phillip Rains, 41, one
count.
Collins, Tallent and Stonecipher were all unsuccessful Republican candidates for sheriff.
Rains is a former candidate for
county magistrate.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

Exclusively Spring Air.
an 10
IOW SO

hage, the attorney general's
office and Kentucky State Police
were in the eastern Kentucky
‘:ounty during the last election, in
which 18 people were indicted on
‘ote fraud charges.
The precinct workers indicted
were: Ella Mae Stevens; Delores
Owens: Paul Bailey, who also
faces two counts of vote fraud
from previous elections: Linda
Bussey; Denise Gamble; Joann
Arnett; David C. Allen; Jimmy R.
Howard: Sue Mortimar. Amos
Perkins Jr., who was i not a precinct worker, was charged with
filing a false absentee ballot
application.
In Clinton County, police
began their investigation about a
year ago into last May's primary

75

753-4872

"3.ar

7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

PETS OF THE WEEK —
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top, "Cleo," a female
shorthaired grey/white; "Trio,"
a female shorthaired Calico;
"Buster," a male Border Collie
mix; and -Lassie," a spayed
female Shar-Pei/Collie mix.
Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are
1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday.
Humane Society is a United
Way agency. For information
call 759-4141.

Furniture & Mattress

•

Prairie Farms
Gallon Bucket

8

Oakwood Studio
753-7050

SECTION B
Part B
signup
ongoing
•

Stokely's

•

Medicare Enrollment Reminder
if you don't have Part B of Medicare and you want it, you have from
now until March 31 to sign up," says
Bettye W. Williams, Social Security
manager in Paducah. Every year,
the government offers a three month
enrollment period during which
people who turned down or previously dropped the Part B coverage
can sign up for it.
Pan B coverage, also called
"medical insurance," helps pay for
, doctors' care, outpatient hospital
visits, and other medical services.
Individuals are offered the option of
signing up for Part B at the same
time they are automatically enrolled
in Medicare's Part A program. Part
A helps pay for inpatient hospital
care and certain other services.
Individuals who want to sign up
for Part B should call the Social
Security office at 443-7506 in Paducah or 247-8095 in Mayfield or call
Social Security's toll-free number:
1-800-772-1213. Callers are advised to avoid peak business periods
by calling later in the week and later
in the month.

Foresters
advise on
burning
Due to the spring days,people are
beginning to clean up limbs and
fallen trees from the recent ice
storms. In addition to this debris,
many people are cleaning up other
material around their homes by
burning anything from piles of trash
to garden spots and fence rows. The
Division or Forestry advises that
outdoor burning is dangerous. It can
result in property damage and personal injury. This is especially true
when we have warm temperatures,
low humidities, and windy conditions.
The Division has taken acLion on
440 fires since Jan. 1. These fires
have burned more than 5,100 acres.
One death and one serious injury
have already been reported this
spring from people attempting to
put out fires that escaped while they
were burning trash in their yard.
"This seems to happen every year
— people get injured or die in forest
fires started as seemingly innocent
trash fires," said Mark Matuszew ski,director of Kentucky's Division of Forestry.
To prevent the threat of outdoor
fires to woodland and timber values,
the state legislature designates
March 1 to May 15 as "Fire Hazard
Season" and prohibits burning
within 150 feet of any wooded area
except between 4:30 p.m. and midnight.
Violation of this law can result in
a fine up to $500 and imprisonment
up to six months. Also, there are air
quality and waste management regulations, as well as some local
ordinances, that restrict outdoor
burning.
The National Weather service
predicts dry, warm days with low
humidity levels — right into the
weekend. The Division of Forestry
asks everyone not to burn during
this high fire hazard period. If you
have questions regarding outdoor
burning, call the Division of Forestry office nearest you.
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Mayfield woman reunited with father
By ERIC WALKER
mayskiaio Mass•nger
MAYFIELD, Ky. tAP) — For
nearly 40 years. Tina Hayworth's
family was incomplete.
But she family picture became
lear recently when Haywonh
was reunited with her father,
whom she hadn't seen since she
*As an infant.
The search over, Hayworth VW
hcr father, Joe Riley, reminisced
reLently in Hay worth's Mayfield
home.
"See," Hayworth said-, pointing to pictures of her brothers
and a sister she has yet to meet.'
Don't we look alike?"
"Yep." her father replied,
smiling "She's
The story began in Memphis.
Tenn.. in 1956 when Riley left
tor work one morning, then came
hack to his wife and daughter
only to find they were both gone.
Riley, 63, said he tried to find

out where his wife and daughter
were, but had no luck. Ever since
he carried pictures and Hay worth's birth certificate with him
After being shuffled to and
from orphanages, Hayworth, now
38. was placed with her natural
mother, who had remarried. No
words were ever spoken of her
tither or what had happened.
though her adopuse father supported her in her efforts to find
her biological lather
Hayworth concentrated the past
10 years on finding Riley. but it
wasn't until her work at the May
field Girls' Group Home that she
was able to find her father.
"A girl there was trying to
find her father and write to him,
and I was assigned to her to help
her write this letter to him, since
I was trying to find my father,"
Hayworth sJid
After locating Riley in Somersille, Tenn where he and his

wife have lived the past seven
years, Hayworth sent a letter to
him. Less than two weeks later,
Hayworth got a response.
"When she got the letter. 1
heard her scream and I thought a
dog got run over on the highway," her husband Rick said "I
was trying to read over her shoulder and she kept saying. 'Get
back' It's mine!' She ran into her
room and read it, and she was
just sitting there, trembling."
Hayworth and her father met in
February when the couple drove
to Tennessee.
"It looked like he was shot out
of a cannon, the way he came
running out of the door," Tina
Hayworth said.
"Boy, you've heard people get
buuerflies in their stomachs?"
Riley said. "Well, I guess I had
birds in mine."
Now Riley has a lot of catching up to do, getting to know his

daughter. son-in-law and grandchildren Both have other relatives they hasen't seen yet, but
plan to later this year at a family
reunion where Hayworth will
meet her half-brothers and a sister from Iowa. And Riley will get
to meet his other daughter who
lives in Texas.
"You just can't imagine,"
Haywonh said. "I mean, at really
tested my faith in God. I'd pray
that He'd let me find my father
and it ne‘er happened for 38
years. I guess He waited until 1
could handle it emotionally."
With her mother's family
deceased and with no other close
relatives, Hayworth said, she now
has a completed family.
"Now, it's like I've finally put
together my life's puzzle," she
said.
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Nadine Turner, center, receives the 1994 Spalding University
Leadership in Nursing Award for Lifetime Achievement from Sr.
Eileen M. Egan,s.c.n., president of Spalding University, left, and
Faith Merck, chair of the event.

Turner receives special award
for lifetime nursing achievement
Nadine Turner, RN, BSN, M.
Ed., former director of nursing at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
was recently awarded the Spalding
University Leadership in Nursing
Award for Lifetime Achievement at
the fourth annual awards dinner at
Galt House Hotel in Louisville.
Retired from nursing, Turner
served from 1964-82 as MCCH
director of nursing. She received a
crystal and marble award and a cash
prize fo S1,000 for her contributions
and qualities as an outstanding role
model during her career in nursing.
Five registered nurses from MCCH
attended the event with Turner:
Sabrina Karraker.Pallie Kurz, Dana
Bazzell, Carolyn Marcum and Ann
Ingle.
Turner's career started in 1940
when she entered nursing training at
Norton Memorial Infirmary in
Louisville. She took her chemistry,
anatomy, physiology and several
other courses at Louisville's Nazareth College. which is now known
as Spalding University.
The university received the Turner's nomination for the award from
MCCH Administrator Stuart Poston
who notes she is highly deserving of
the recognition.
"Her organizational skills and
nursing ability helped establish the
nursing department at our hospital,"
Poston says. "She was instrumental
in initiating and cardiac care classes
that led to specialty nurses and
establishing MCCH's cardiac care
She
and intensive care areas.
worked on the plans necessary for
MCCH to be the first to provide a
hospital-based hospice program in
Kentucky. Nadine also worked
hard to get the approval of the local
vocational school of nursing affiliated with the hospital. We're so
proud that Nadine was honored for
her accomplishments."
Turner says the award gave her a

great sense of humility.
"I owe a debt of gratitude to the
hundred of nurses, co-workers, administrators and teachers who inspired and helped me along my
journey," she says. "So many
people have enriched my life in
many ways. I've seen the onset of
the age of tr,chonology and the
growth of medical staff and technology at MCCH. It's wonderful to
see such a strong healthcare institution in our community."
Prior to her years at MCCH,
Turner had been a military nurse,
nurse, educator and. nurse administrator. When in training at NoLton,
Turner administered the first dose of
penicillin at Norton. She worked
there three years after graduating
and then joined the Army Nurse
Corps.
An Army nurse for three years,
she served in the states and overseas. During this period, she was
one of three nurses selected from 80
to attend the Army Anesthesia
School. While serving in England,
she administered anesthesia to patients in the 140th General Hospital.
Turner holds a B.S. degree in
nursing from Vanderbilt University
and a master's in education from
Murray State University. She has
also done post-graduate work in
management at Milliken University
in Decatur,IL. and at the University
of Illinois.
"Yew know, amid all the years
I've worked, the changes I've seen,
the mazes of documents, the human
and physical resources one deals
with, my focus always remained on
the patient," she says. "Patients are
a nurse's best friend and motivator."
Turner and her husband, Tom,
who retired in 1978 as an assistant
engineer at MCCH, reside in Murray.
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By TRACY SHERRILL
Kentucky New Era
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Carolyn Fuqua likes to use a soft
pencil with a good eraser when
she writes because she hates to
type.
"I'm going to have to start
using black ink though; my vision is failing," the 87-year-old
author said.
Fuqua, who has published two
books, "Collected Poems" and
"Three Days in March: A Collection of Short Stories," didn't
begin her writing career until she
was in her 60s.
At a friend's urging, Fuqua
took a class in creative writing at
Hopkinsville Community College. The teacher. Frances Thomas, told Fuqua her stories could
be published and encouraged her
to keep writing.
The Hopkinsville woman
enrolled in writing workshops
taught by Jesse Stuart at Murray
State and Lee Pennington at Jefferson Community College in
Louisville.
Fuqua. a Mayfield native,
wrote her first poem as a college
student and never wrote another
until 1978.
"I never liked poetry," she
said. "I wrote one sonnet in college. and it took me the whole
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year.
''ill hadn't taken writing classes later, I probably never would
have written another poem. It just
came on gently."
Although she has written poetry forms such as sonnets, villanelles, haiku and ballads, Fuqua
said she prefers random rhyme
poetry.
"I like modern poetry that is
sensuous," she said. "You
should smell the flowers, see the
starts and feel the wind."
Fuqua's mood determines what
she writes.
"Sometimes 1 get an idea
about a character from something
I read in a newspaper or from a
person I meet — then I expand
on that," Fuqua said.
A character in her unpublished
novel "Magnolia Hall" is based
on one of her relatives who
experiences clairvoyant visions.
In the novel, a young boy sees a
vision of his father walking in a
graveyard. When the boy and his
mother return home from a trip,
his father is dead.
"Magnolia Hall," which is a
gothic mystery, is set in the fictional Sloan's Crossing near
Nashville, Tenn.
"Harriet Arnow, author of
'The Dollmaker,' said my novel
would never be published
because it's too tame," Fuqua
said.
"She did say I should save it
because I used many oldfashioned expressions in it that
may one day be forgotten."
When she works on a short
story at home, Fuqua writer
under a magnifying light. She
doesn't write every day and
sometimes goes two or three
months without writing. She said
she might even stop writing
altogether.
"I've used up all my good
material," she said
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United Way honors supporters

Bob Jackson,center, executive vice presidentSarinWM at HI. Marketing of
Murray, presents a check for $20,000 to Murray State University Racer
basketball coach Scott Edgar, left, and Chuck Ward,director of the Regional
Special Events Center campaign. The $20,000 gift was pan of H.T. Marketing's
$50000 piedge to special events center to be built at Murray State. More than
$2 million has been pledged by alumni,friends and businesses In the region.
Groundbreaking was held In February with Gov. Brereton Jones and other
regional leaders in attendance. Anyone Interested in participating In the
RSEC campaign should contact the MSU Office for Development and Alumni
Affairs at 762-4894 or 1-800-758-8510.

Stop Smoking

2% Milk
Gallon Jug

UnIbadWaig
ismigior-eals•vaby Count/

Take Time
To Care
demOnstrated outstanding emand corporate involvement
as well as volunteer
in
involvenicnt and other contributions. Besides exceeding their campaign goal. a few of the ways
Louisville Gas & Electric earned
their award was with a company
sponsoled "fun-day" for employees,
company sponsored "kick-off" and
."thank-you" celebrations for employees. 325 employees took pan in
Unita! Way agency tours, employees participated in a community
service day, a "day of caring" and a
United Way at Work program.
Louisville Gas & Electric was nominated by Metro United Way.
The President's ll Award, which
is awarded to a smaller Kentucky
employer, entrepreneurial firm or
new corporate/business who demonstrated outstanding employee
and corporate involvement in the
campaign as well as volunteer involvement and other contributions.

Our Name Says It AllValues Every Day!

12-6 p.m. Sunday

Prairie
Farms

Four Kentucky organizauons
were awarded for their enthusiastic
support during the recent United
Way of Kentucky Annual Leadership Conference.
Over 180 United Way staff members, volunteers and guests from
At. OSS the state gathered in Lexington. Kentucky on March 3-5 to
auend the conference and recognue
these v nal organizations
The lour organizations are Kenton/Campbell Counties Dept. for
Social Insurance, Louisville Gas &
Electric, Ohio Valley National
Bank and ATR Wire & Cable.
Kenton/Campbell Counties Deparunent for Social Insurance,nommated by Northern Kentucky United Way, was the recipient of the
Governor's Award This award is
given to a Slate % eminent office,
department or agency that showed
exceptional participation in the United Way campaign, employee involvement and volunteerism. The
Department for Social Insurance
earned their award with bake sales,
raffles, an arts and crafts sale.
miscellaneous year-round events.
high employee involvement and
employee volunteensm.
The President's I Award is given
to a major Kentucky employer who

Savory

Western Ranch

Sliced
Bacon

All Meat
Franks

Jumbo

Yellow
Onions

16 oz.

Pkg.

The recipient. Ohio Valley National
Bank. is located in Henderson and
was nominated by United Way of
the Ohio Valley. They earned their
award with an impressive 100 percent donation participation rate, 25
percent of the employees were involved as campaign volunteers as
well as United Way Board members, allocation volunteers and
speakers
'the Spirit of Kentucky' Award is
given to an organization that demonstrated a commitment to the
principles exemplified by United
Way through activities exhibiting
community spirit and support of the
local United Way. The recipient,
AIR Wire & Cable, is located in

Danville and was nominated by
Heart of Kentucky United Way.
Their enthusiastic community
spirit was evident in the year round
support given by both employees
and management. Examples of their
devoted support included: agency
fairs, lip sync contests, the general
manager ran 20 miles because associates raised 560.000, 31 associates
are in some way involved with
United Way, one committee member keyed all pledge cards into the
computer on their own time, and
committee members built a float in
the name of United Way for the
local Christmas parade using the
theme "Heal the World."
These organizations and their
employees, have gone beyond the
call-of-duty in regards to corporate/employee participation, donations, special event fund-raising,
and volunteerism, to support their
local United Way.They have shown
themselves to be true leaders in the
betterment of their communities.

KERA Bus Exhibit to visit
MSU campus on April 11
The Partnership for Kentucky
School Reform's KERA Bus Exhibit will be on the campus of Murray
State University on April 11.
The exhibit will be located on the
walkway near the entrance of the
Fine Arts Building on campus from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.The KERA Bus will

be open to all MSU students and all
members of the community who are
interested in KERA.
The KERA Bus Exhibit is a
traveling exhibit with the purpose of
promoting KERA and raising the
level of awareness in communities
about the reforms.

12 oz. Pkg.
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$199

J. Higgs

Potato Chips

Murray Senior Citizens had a pOOI tournament on March 11 at Weaks
Community Center. Participants were, from left, Willis Fulton, A.E. Rottman, Glen Johnston, Hugh Mann, Art Harris, who won first place and
received a trophy, and Ernest Licklifter. Not pictured are Ray Holt, Bill
Leath, James Miller, Paul McGregor and Albert West.

8 oz. Pkg.
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Oooh So Soft

Bathroom Tissue
4 Ct, Pkg.

Wyhvood
16 cv Pkg.
Believe

Margarine

35'

Mixed Vegetables
Sliced Beets or
Carrots

4 oz.
Banquet

Toppers

15 oz.
Morning Delight
Texas Style

Biscuits
Sun Gold
Citrus

Punch
miss
Chocolate
Swirls

12 oz. Can

59'
64 oz

89'

Sunny Spread
Tub

Margarine

16 oz.

99'

Biscuits

8 Ct. Pkg.

29'

Supreme

Burritos

MEAT DEPARTMENT SPECIALS
EVERYDAY
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EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Western Ranch

Grogan's

Country Cupboard

All Meat
Bologna

Country
Sausage
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Meats

16 0/ Pkg

16 a/ Pkg,

2 5 oz Pkg

990
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3 Lb

7 5 or. Can
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49'
$199

Totino's

102 oz

Party
Pizza

99'
4 Ct

Sack-O-Corn

Swiss

23

Unique Sandwich Sliced

Cheese Food
102/3 oz Pkg

89'
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only. manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the soot100% passateedi

Pkg.
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Corn On
The Cob

$119
16 oz.

Dulaney Cut

Okra

89'

$149
Crisp Frozen 12 oz. Can

Orange
Juice

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Extra Value

Banquet

Banquet Chicken

Fried
Chicken

Nibbler or
Pattie

French Fries

25 oz. Box

10 oi Box

20 oz Pkg.

Beef
Patties
5 Lb. Box

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

$399
$2
"

$
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THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1994
I For your personalized dads kane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call I -900-98078x Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute. I •
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE without your even realizing it. The
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: obvious way is not always the right
Stay on your toes! A golden busi- way to handle things. TOnight, rest
ness opportunity could arise in late easy knowing that you did your best
spring. Your home life and personal today.
relationships will demand more of
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tominrsummer.-Do
--ups-itare-a
wr -say-now.
not be afraid to make a commit- You gain new confidence in your
ment. The financial picture bright- abilities. An attractive member of
ens substantially in September. the opposite sex could stop you in
Travel in November to sign con- your tracks.
tracts or meet potential customers. A
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
legacy or windfall is likely early in Child-related problems prove easy
1995. Let mate know your plans.
to solve now. Business may be slow.
• CELEBRITIES BORN ON Examine legal papers line-by-line
THIS DATE: fashion designer Bob before affixing your signature.
Mackie. actor Norman Fell, escape Romance takes a temporary back
artist Harry Houdin'. actress Donna seat to your career.
Pescow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov,21): A
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): deal can be made now which will
Plans for a long-distance trip may bring you extra income. Be prepared
have to be changed due to circum- to explain your plans and ultimate
stances beyond your control. Money goal. Return a favor at the earliest
could be an issue with partners. You opportunity.
can teach others by the example you
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
set.
21): You are spinning your wheels
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i: when it comes to matters of the
Mesmenzing people with your per- heart. Stop trying to persuade others
suasive words and good humor is a of your brilliance. Let your original
favorite pastime. Your intuition is ideas speak for themselves!
right on target. Learn the, hest way
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
•i
to use credit.
Making a major purchase now would
GEMINI (May- 21 -Jane 20): probably be a mistake. Take care of
Hard data will cement an alliance unfinished business chores, then
with someone at a distance. Your focus on a close relationship. Do not
careful homework pays off, prevent-, lose your faith in the power of love!
ing an expensive mistake or pooiAQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A
purchase. Iron out any disagree- relationship is on steadier ground
ments with a business partner or now but still needs time to mature.
family member.
You can avoid potential tax problems
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A by getting expert advice. Be gracious.
great day for taking care of insurPISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
ance and tax matters. Your business flexible approach works wonders
aims can also be advanced. Count both at home and on the job; share
your cash -before plunging into a one or two innovative ideas but
new financial venture.
let others do Most of the talking.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An older Everyone knows what a good lisperson could influence your beliefs tener you are!

•

nflIA=

TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic, open-minded and ambitious —
unwilling to sit hack and let the world pass them by! Home-loving and sentimental, they will always be close to their parents. Peace and harmony are
very important to these Aries. An early tendency to be careless about money
will probably'disappear with maturity . Wise Aries will learn how to budget
their expenses and save money for important purchases. A career in public
relations would offer mliny exciting opportunities.
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The U.S. Department of the Interior. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service), has reopened the
comment period and scheduled a public hearing concerning the August 18. 1993. Federal
Register proposal to list the northern copperbelly water snake (Nerodia erythrogaster neglecta) as a threatened species under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973. The Service
has also extended the decision deadline by six
months, so that a final decision on whether to
list the northern copperbelly water snake as an
endangered species will be made by February
18, 1995. This species is found in wetlands
and nearby uplands in southern Michigan and
adjacent northwestern Ohio and northeastern
Indiana, as well as southern Indiana, southeastern Illinois and western Kentucky. No
areas of critical habitat are being proposed for
this species. The comment period will be
reopened from March 21 through April 21,
1994. The public hearing will be held on April
5, 1994. from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Indiana War
Memorial, 431 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46204. The purpose of the
hearing is to gather public suggestions and
biological information for consideration by the
Service during its decision-making process,
and to provide information to the public on the
proposal. Floor statements may be made,and
written comments may be presented by the
public during the hearing. Oral statements
may be limited to 5or 10 minutes, if the number
of parties present that evening necessitates
some limitation. The Service requests that
copies of all floor statements be provided for
accurate inclusion in the hearing record.
Additional comments and related information
should be submitted during the reopened
comment period to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Division of Endangered Species,
Bishop Henry Whipple Federal Building, 1
Federal Drive, Fort Snelling, Minnesota,
551 1 1-4056. Additional information can be
obtained from the above address or by calling
61 2-725-3276.

This notice provides the public an opportunity
to
request a public heanng on the following
project.
The rehabilitation of the existing railroad
track
extending from the Kentucky/Tennessee state
line
to in and around Murray, Kentucky, in
Calloway
County, Kentucky (See Map)
Traffic will be maintained on all existing
structures
dunng the rehabilitation
Division of Mass Transportation personne
l are
available to discuss the protect, respond to
quesbons, and to provide information to all interest
ed
parties Monday-Friday between the hours of 730
to
430

A public heanng will not be scheduled by
the
Transportation Cabinet unless sufficient written
requests are received by the Division of Mass
Transportation by 400 p.m , Thursday, March 31,
1994.
Jerry D Ross, P E, Director
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Department of Highways
Division of Mass Transportation
501 High Street. 11th Floor
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622
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LOST REWARD OF
FERED for safe return of

Are you looking for a
good-paying Job?

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Please accept our
heartfelt than
for the many acts
of kindness, can
friendship,
and love during
the passing of our
loved one. For the
cards, flowers,
food, visits, consoling words, and
prayers, we are
deeply grateful.

HOS Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
clean carpet yourself On
sale now at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St,
Murray or call 753-0839

REWARD
If you have any information concerning a round white
wrought iron patio
table missing from
North Elementary
School the week of
March 7-11 please
call 753-9487 after
6 p.m.

From the fandy of
WC. Hutzfitru

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience, tree supplies, free information no
obligation, send SASE to
Lifetime, Dept 28, PO Box
39, Bangs, Texas 76823

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service
Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796
Happy
Sweet 16th
Love,
Dad & Mom

Ii
STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is

haying a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler, Roper, Acme,
Bailey, Big Horn, and many more So
shop with us, compare
prices & return for savings
you'll appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located If miles west of Hazel on
893 west. Look for brown & orange
sign at the yellow cation tight in
Hazel. Open Mon.-Sat 10-5

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'

502-492-6 1 44

100% reinsured'

Income Tax I

grade assets,
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

Call Tony Page at

753-8107

growth development, expansion inventory, leverage buyout etc We also
pay caSh for your mortgage (502) 492-8542

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE

liktilb

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6001

TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

Knights of Columbus Hall

ALLIANCE
RACTOR.TRUER TRNaiG CEN15

LIOAMPOSI,TN

KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to So
Hale Road, right on Sq Heiro Road 1 /4 froill
OPEN TO THE PUBI IC

d,

753-0466

NON PROF IT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Nr'

'

1-800-334-1203
MRS. THERESA, Reader
8 Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

4/11t

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Wed Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches, gyros
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800 649 3804

4!e:
1E4
rartailliCiLinZnia

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wet
ter promotes uniform
spreading increases pens
tration reduces foaming
assists in suppension of

roT-1617;11.:41‘
; iftrArgle
i VAN

chemicals at a cost of
$ 50/acre 753-0833

13111111111M1
Witt.nt
%. County Hospitaf a leader in
onnitding qualetv healthcare in Western
kenruc (anti Northwest Tennessee anntounces
the
nue p open,no

SOCIAL WORKER/DISCHARGE PLANNER:
Full-time position Will provide social work services
and chscharge planning tor the Hospital, as well as
providing SOCUe work services to Hospice and Mental
Health Care patients Qualified epphcants must

Public Sole
For Trooe
Free Column
Wonted

mccionaids
III

I,

Now taking
applications for
evenings &
weekends.

Apply In person
at McDonald's,
Murray, Ky.

cepting applications for qualified
tractOttrailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable eif
perience, excellent pay, major
medical,
dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement.
Home
weekends.

cludes meals & cleaning
Call 753-4590 for information 8 references
WILL.stay with elderly full or

1-800-782-8759

part-time, experienced
753-6170

MATURE man or woman
needed for 3rd managerial
positon of local grocery
store Duties include front
end supervision and bookkeeping duties plus other
managerial duties This is a
part-time position but per
son needs to be able to
work days and weekends
Send resumes to SAL S
12th, Murray KY 42071
MECCA. Maxson Employment and Career Consultmg of America All the career development help you
need resume building, interview techniques, lob
market strategies. salary
negotiation Call for your
personal appointment today 502 753-5624 The initial assessment is free'
NEEDED LPN or RN full or
part-time in a busy physi
clan office Send resume
to PO Box 202 Hazel KY
42049
NO experience' $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing FHA mortgage refunds
Own hours
1 501 646 0044 ext 389.
24 hours

070
Domestic
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced. references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit in my home
753-5998
WILL sit with elderly. In-

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns& tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
BUSitION
Opportunity
MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SMR Wireless
Communications is the
business of the future Get
involved today $7,000 rag
Call
24 hrs
1 800-755-7914
110
For Sale
Or Trade

YOU BRING WE SELL
753-7400

(511112)7112-1111115

Persona
litil PHplar Mrpel e

Hodge, Vet & Associates
'7"hz Income Ta.K. ProfessionaLs.
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE

Joyce

Noel, EA, CFP

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

915 Coldwater Rd.

(502) 753-6069

America 5 --“,ror,0 Car

„liglyPuckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

1 -800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

FAST RELIABLE SERVICE*

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA
Income Taxes • Bookkeeping • Payroll
Financial Statements • Audits
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Friday
Saturday & Evening Appointments Available

302A N. 12th

St.,

Murray, KY

Call Now! 753-4347

REDIKEN 759-1874
ringe Benefits
ull Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

Haircut
$8 Shades

$30

Eq Color

$10
$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
--a ruiNorma jeane's Nails
6041/2 Broad Ext.

Kiwanis Gun 6
Knife Show
Saturday & Sunday
March 26 & 27 arm
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School

$3.00 Donation

Want
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Offers a Complete Line of.
• Soil-Liss hazes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking started 8 finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

Mtorras Istiotto, Its 1211, I

1 -800-831-3239

1979 FORD Courier 8 topper, $400. obo Also small
sleeper sofa good condition, $175 759-4756 after
5pm

To Buy

Tobacco Farmers

• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

ing, vinyl siding, 2yrs old
Call 759-9349 or 753-1873

140

• Green Houses

MURRAY
(ALLOWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

• Ossodines are 2 days
advanc4s1

WANT to buy used boats.
motors 8 trailers
502-436-5464
WINDOW air conditioners
working or not 753-5958

Position
Wailed

for details rentie
Pro's( onnel

Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Help
Wanted

DO you need a GED? Do POSTAL JOBS. Stet
you need hope for the fu- $11.41/hr. For exam and
ture and help to get a solid application info. call (219)
career? We have 22 JOB 769-8301 EXT. KY535,
openings for people 16 thru 8arn-8pm, Sun-Fri.
21 that are not full time high SAFETY
Advisor,
school students Call $2150/mo. Compan
y will
753-9378 Five days a week train. Call Mon
-Fri
between 8 00am-3 00pm
9am-1pm
only
This protect is funded by 615-399-8269.
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Ken- TEMPORARY phone cantucky Department for Em- vassers for the Murray City
ployment Services and the Directory. Flexible hours
West Kentucky Private In- working out of your home.
Reply (including your
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog- phone number) to: CPI,
ram Auxiliary aids arid ser- 527 Merritt Rd, Maryville,
vices are available upon TN 37804
request to individuals with WILDLIFE/
disabilities
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
Rollins DCS in
info call (219) 794-0010 ext
Murray is now ac7159, 8am-9pm, 7 days

EARN up to $3,000/mo processing mortgage rehnds in
your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
FULL-time employee
needed. General office
work Send &sumo to PO
Box 1040 M. Murray, KY

OFFICE HOURS.,

060

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.

IOW I Imp oft men•
I rellottryer

DON'T chance romance
Call Match Maker Interns
bon& I5021554 8600

410
540
560
570

possess a Masters Degree wi Social Work from an
accredited university and be licensed to practice in
the state of Kentucky Previous hospital/health'
mental health related experience preferred

•

025

MISCELLANEOUS

Advent's?$ ape pequeded le
check the Int insertion al
their ads for any 11,01. Murray
Lodger & 11rniss WI be responsible toe anty on* Inca.roc! insertion. Any error
should be rebooted rimedoh* so conectSons can be
made.

10x12 PORTABLE build-

1-800-372-760,1
He works for
"Kentucky's Home Team"
The National Guard.

42071

MONEY SOURCES For
start-up businesses,

REAL ESTATE SAM
Mobile Homes For SOH,
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

Help
Wanted

orange and white male cat
with yellow collar and tags They're hard to find without the
Lost in the West part of proper trainingoreducabon,aren't
town on Melrose Drive Call 'hey? We can pay you $800 a
753-4899 or 753-1916 and '
,
onth to learn anew tob skill, give
ask for Amy
you more than $25,000 for col
lege, and employ you pan-trne
060
after you train
Help
Call Eddie Dillon today
Wanted
at 753-8210 Of
CLEAN house Tuesday &
Friday Lynn Grove area
Reply to PO Box 1040 D,
Murray, KY 42071

A1211/21MENII

Mosier Card

060

Help
Wanted

moms,

a..

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sol* or Trod.
Wont TO Buy
Articles For Sole
Appiionc es
Hsin Furnishings
Antliques
Vocuum Cleoners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
. Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Pock°
Pets & Sups:Xies

Lost
And Found

(502) 564-7433

A.1044

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
390

irouronce
Exterminating
Business Services
Hooting & Cooing
Services ofte,•a

Card
of Thanks

100% investment

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO
REQUEST A PUBLIC HEARING

000
230
250
290
530

n30

026

JUMP start your aop with
AMPLIFIED D from Conklin
Products made by university of Arizona A seed germination aid helps seed
over come stress Better
root 8 stem formation provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
8 yield Cost about $2/acre
753-0833
MUSIC DJ all occassions
Brian Pataluna 762-2043

SERVICES

Hero Wonted
Domestic & Criacicore
Sltuation Wonted
. Business CIPPorkrilhr
....
........ esstruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
2E0 Mobilo Homes for Rent
255 Mobile Horns Lots for Pent
3C0
Business Rentois
310
Wont To Pent
320
Apartments For Pent
3.30
Rooms For Pent
340
Houses For Pent
360
For Pent or Lease

Porn, Equipment

Notice

1st & 3rd weekend
of each month.
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Hwy. 641, 4 miles
south of Murray.
Hubert Coles
492-8714

060

FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
400
550

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT

010 .................... Legal Nonce
020
Nonce
025
Personals
030
Cord of Tors
010
In Memory
050
Lost & Found

020

Flea Market

TOANPLAADCE

(502) 435-4415

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write aN 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/r,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1. Price. 2. Company stability- 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- of A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
arid service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
906 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
NelloroWede toN tree:
1-6004564199

4 .

411•111111111111.1

68

WE DNE SDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MARCH 23 1994

PM,
1118111as

AIM
FOR SALE SPINET. 28A townhouse new spa
CONSOLE PIANO
=usof applianoes induct
Wetland responsible party irig elexh•r 8C1 yet
to make low mon.* pay
753-4573
Rana See bogy Cal
28R water furnished
1 800-327-3345
cated 1601 Farmer
BATTERY operated pink
arta ow $75 Couch & 2 PIANO tuning John $300 mo Coitiman RE
na-mas
ahem,$AO Gins 16m bay- Gellschek 753-9600
• (11AurrariPuppy love
48R, 2 bath opts available
brand), $20 Bed (no matnow Centel ha appe
beidises
tress) $30 Dog owner
canes furnished 1....icaied
$10 Chid car sest $10
on Nova Coleman RE
Call 759-1447 between
K T I and Asaiscolia raw- 753 9898
San-4pre.
inga fullline of eivesayslere
BOGARD trucking and ex services Set Ars Corder A 2BR 2 bath duplex. gas
heat garage Available
cayming. ex W. haul top 753-411611 or 436-6090
now
Coleman RE
sod gravel, MI dirt while
753-9898
rog, rip rap 759-1828
BATHTUB 8 marble thm.
consode & 2 vanity tops
Electric hot waist heater
Dahwasher 2 room size
carpels 753-4246

BRIDESMAID DRESSES
I peach 1 mauve well to
10 $35/ea 753-5361
CAB-over truck camper
Oa but sound $360 Can
be seen at 206 E Poplar
FOR sale 1 week of line
share luxury condo anywhere in the world (d available) 753 01322
JUNIOR Banal Saddle
black 8 red $85 Call
527 5294 after Sprn
_ FESTYLER 100 tread
mill only 3mos old gave
$600 sell for $300 Flex
2000 exercise equipment
with stepper $200 Two full
size mattresses 8 box
springs $30 for each set
354 8893

14X70 FLEETWOOD 3br,
2 AM bath 436-4273
16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2br, 2 bath 13 acres
753-1014
1980 14X60 2br. 1 bah
central Na. all electric. includes stove 8 rethgerator
Must be moved' $7.803
obo 527-2109
1982 14X65 CLAYTON
mobile home 3br 1
bath central hia. fireplace
microivave, stove, manger
ator included
Call
436-5003

EMBASSY 2br, central
appkances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED ars renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleepers rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753-6609
HAZEL Apartments. Karel.
KY now taking applications
You must be 62 handicapped or disabled Rent
based on V'KXX1141,- lbt apt
now available Equal Nous
ins Opportunity 527 8574
or 492-8721
LARGE 2br 2 bath near
university References &
deposit required $335 mo
no pets 753-3949

1984 14X762 LARGE bed
room 2 bath. utility, central
hi a new siding Nice' lAUR-CAL Apartments now
lic2;096n9 aReicalions tor
435-4041
$13000
MATTRESSES any size
1 2 and 3br arirenerW6
Buy factory dyed' Ask ab- 1985 28X44 DOUBLEW- Phone 759-4984 roue
out our %pads'Smith Mat IDE 3br 2 bath cathedral Housing Opportunity
Factory
tress
oadings 2 large decks ex
502 851 3160
Pa nice $19 500 obo Must NEWLY-construtted
be moved' Call 436 2515 or near MSU $400 mo Call
METAL garage door with
753-0472
753-6567
trarne Size 010 Ruff Al
most new Call 753 7481 3BR secluded home gar- NICE duplex 2br central
furnished
after 12noon
age & storage bulking with ha appliances
wooded acreage & fishing Coleman RE 753-9898
MOTORCYCLE helmet pond located 12 miles
NOW taking applications
steel toe work boots & army Southeast of Murray
for Section 8 icrwir rent Pious
000ts Camping supplies Under $20000 759-9171
wog Apply in person at
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th
Soutriside Manor 906
Meter
Poies
CUMMINGS
Maybeid
& Walnut
Specializing in mobtie Broad St Extended be
home electric services 200 tween 8am 12noon No
amp $375 100 amp $325 phone calls please Equai
Housing Opportunity
435-4027
FOR sale 1989 14X80 SUMMER S coming beau
McKnight
house trader $9 000 and titui lake oupiex boat ramp
1985 Escort $450 Ask for each 2br w cl hook up
Sawmill
15min from Murray Top
Joe at, 753 5872
$350'mo bottom $275rno
753-5305
527 9639
Open
2SO
Mort-Fr1. 7:30-4:30
Mobile
TAKING applications for
Homes For Rent
section 8 rent subsidized
Sat. 7:30-Noon
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
Grogan s Trailer Park rooms handicap accessi
213R
NEW mete siding & roofAppliances 8 water furn- blot Equal Housing Oppor
[ng Cover 36 cut to length
Coleman RE tunny Apply Hilldale Apts
in 10 colors galvanized ished
Hard n
K y or call
753 9898
arid galvalume Secondary
50743'4113
' available Portable car- SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
cprt k :s 489272 or electric or gas Walking de
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
489 2-21
tance to college 753-5209 plex. appliances ,furnished
central gas heat & air
PROM DRESS size 8 blue
285
$475mO 1 mo deposit, 1
erne* ietwelry to match
Mobile
yr lease No pets Call
'X "535368
Home Lots For Rent
753-2905
• E EN size brass bed with
MOBILE home lots for rent
-,31-ess & springs $250
R.:4 compact camcorder 492-8488
• oartery adapter & car
case
$300
1614 OLIVE all utilities
42 8899
furnished kitchen & living
S.N tanning beds new &
36X60 SHOP behind Coast room privileges Coleman
...sect financing available
RE 753-9898
to
Coast 753-0724
Qa•-z service & supplies
C-a
Sonny Hooks 8032200S0 t Coieman
5 3
9 2 7 4
RE 753-9898
800 540 9790
HARD to believe that office
-ROY built chipper shred
space on the courtsquare In 2BR house on So 7th St
exceloer Etrip IC model
downtown Murray is aftoro $15arnn Jease_A draping
able & available but it is 8 required 753 4109
'53 1725
Debbie can tell you all ab
3BR house in town
out it Call 753-1266
WOOD stove $100
$300 m o 753 8292
Eectr,c •Itchen stove. $50
RETAIL or Office Space in 6pm 10pm
436 227
S Side Shopping Center
FOR rent or for sale 602
•
BR NG WE SELL, 753-4509 or 753-6612
Eirn St 2br full basement
"5".;'4X
gas heat & central ac gar
753 0687 or
age
753 0112
155

MULCH

Appeases.
"APPAN self cleaning
oven Kirby vaccum
cleaner with accessories
'53 4523

5 2 ECE maple Cannonball
ceCrocm set
$275
53 804/

40 INTERNATIONAL
tractor 436 2428
D 15 ALLIS good conditon gas narrow front end.
pos spin out wheels 3 point
hitch Call 753-9328 alter
6fortli
HOLLAND 2 raw %tobacco
setter 753-1594 after 7pm

1988 CLUB car e4ectrx golf
cart with automatic char
2er has top wire basket
arid custom wheel covers
7532551
GOLF Clubs 2 sets of ir
ons 1 Graphite 1 steel
ping dories She new 2 Big
Brother Graphite drivers
95 Call 753 7419 after

4orri

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sate
437-4667
FIREW000 also tree sere= 438 2562

1 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 2 5 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5torn
1BR apartment utilities induded rent based on income Elderly handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354 8888
1BR CIOSe to university,
some utilities paid
753-8756
1BR located in Cherry Corner $185rno water furnished Deposit & references required 436-2884
after 5pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
29R 14 bath townhouse.
new spacious Alt appliances furnished including washer & dryer Call
753-1614 •
28R, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener daft washer, gar
liege disposal *id hook
up central hie $450/mo
1yr lease Day 753-7688
nights 759-4703
2BR CUTE duplex Da
nwasher microwave
$425mo BUT LOW UTILI
TIES' $10350 combined
average 1402 Michelle
Northwood Lease deposit no pets 753-87341

Brakes tor rent, Pro Two
tor vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40,mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units &vita
able Cal 753-2905
370
Livestock
& Suppiws
8YR old '4 Arabian Mare,
good trail horse hunter
prospect prefer exper
enced female rider $1 800
obo 436-2180 after 6pm
FOR sale Pygmy oasts
Cal 382-2542
REGISTERED full
blooded Arabian mare In
celtent blood lines, good
disposition, green broke
753 1211

AKC puppies Miniature
Schnauzers Shelties &
Golden Retrievers Shots &
wormed 502-653230I

AKC REGISTERED Lab
pups Chocolate &
shots 8 wormed Sees old
28R country tremors apt .
759-9405
water paid. low ream
deposit
$285mo plus
BORDER Colas puppies
489-2296
5wks old $150 Good peat
for kids good stock dogs
29R duplex, mos naghbor Have working parents
hood. Maly decereled Re(502) 329-8715
ferencii depose required
DOG Day Afternoon, dog
No pets 5275/mo
4311-21.18 swarm
grooming 759-1798

HAVE an obedient sate
dog tor show or home
Camas or private *aeons
Serving Murray tor over
2yrs 4.36 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915
WEST Highland Ova Varna pups Champion awed
$500ea 750-4556

CHICKEN attar. $25 per
pick-up load Stater s
Dairy & Poultry farm
753-7387

Pubis.4
Safe

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

JUST Wed, Greer buy
Quality home with lots of
room lust outside Murray
Hugs master bedroom
suite with balh 2 other
large bedrooms ir di of
lice or den. logo ikaCrien. 2
18 car aieched garages
Late more amemes Prim
only S15.000 Call Proles
sional Real Estate
759- 1591
RUSTIC house on 3 acres,
Southwest sd000i district
30X40 metal shop 16X16
pate deck, 3tr 2 beet.
central gas heat Si at.
$69.500 Serious inquires
only 492-8600 after Sga
SPACIOUS 31a. 2 bath.
with greet flowing ley out
beautiful luschen, breakfast
room. &operate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905

1993 KX 125 Brand new.
never raced. $3,000 obo
753- 1766
YOU BRING. WE SELL'
753 7400

Ale
Reel
' Estate
36 PLUS acres with two
new bidgs house eerier
All improvements in Camden.TN 901 586 4501

1972 CHEVROLET Impala excellent condition.
$1.250 492-8475 after
5pm
1979 MONTE Carlo, good
shape $1 600 492-8749

58 ACRES prime develop- 1985 NISSAN Sentra stamen! property southwest of tion wagon a/c am/1m steMurray
Must sell' reo. good condition
759-9247
759-9138
CONDOMINIUM ler sale or
lease Low utiases, on site
security 753 3293 after
6pm
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waling to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our court('
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oidest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
more and 12th St

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced $17,500
753-4873 after 6pm

1900 SO ft 3ty 1 bath
brick newt), remodeled on
4 acre lot Built in 57
$50 000 759 f352

1985 PONTIAC Sunbird,
black. good Wes, sun roof,
new interior, sport wheels.
high mileage. $1.500 obo
Also set of 4 Modular aluminum 15' 6 lug wheels
7532-4938
1985 TRANS Am, 77.XXX
miles $4.200 1968 Dodge,
I ton flatbed. $1.000
435 6099
1986 FORD EXP runs
good $1.200 Call
753-7289 after 5pm
1988 FORD Escort 4cyc ,
1 9 liter, 44;. auto, pis, pt,
am,tm stereo cassette,
cruise 27mpg, 97.XXX
miles $1 250 437-4425
leave message
1989 FORD Escort GT. excellent condition 55,XXX
miles Call after 6pm
753 8546
1990 HONDA Accord LX
One owner. 5sp, $7,000
753-9778 after 6pm
1991 CORSICA IT. white
with red cloth interior, all
option, new tires, no pant
work 80,XXX miles, Tennessee car 753-8944 after
6pm
1991 PLYMOUTH Laser
52 XXX miles 1 owner
$7 500 437-4402 after
5pm

2BR 1", bath bock on 3 1991 TOYOTA Camry in
acres on Hwy 80 near excellent condition Call
Aurora
555.000 753-6098
753-6556 753-2951
1992 EAGLE Talon,
3BR. 14 bath, central ha, loaded 753-8613 after
gas heat hardwood floors 5 30pm screened porch 1321 Olive 1992 NISSAN Stanza XE,
Blvd 753-1090
one owner, low milage. stall
3BR central gas heat 8 air under warranty, 5sp.
3yrs old fenced back yard, cruise. morel $10,900.
nice neighborhood Good 753-4056 after 5pm
starter or retiree home Im YOU BRING, WE SEW
mediate possession
753-7400
753-5214 after 5pm
5 ROOM house near Col
cheater 753-0438
BY OWNER 3br, 14 bath
bock ranch Eat in kitchen
formal dining room living
room amity room with
bay window Central gas
heat 8 as. wall-to-wall carpet ceelsrog fare, Jacuzzi
4x14ft storage bag Lot
75x150. *decent lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sal, mid
$70's Call for app?
753-4369
BY owner Great 3br. 2 bath
brig horns, wooded lot in
quiet subdivision Central
gas heat air 2 car garage
interior completely rode
coratecl Move in oonditoon
Owner leaving area Must
sacrifice mid 70s East Y
Subdivision 753-1468

Swim
Olund

Nemo
Female

44S

Vans
1983 CHEVROLET van &
1974 Chevrolet p/Li
759-9056
1990 LUMINA van. Call
Bank of Murray colter:bond
dept. 753-1893
1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
van very nice 753-7269
1993 DODGE Caravan,
V-6, 2,passenger. 16,XXX
miles 753-7516
50f
Used
Trucks
1983 CHEVY Suburban,It.
454 tarorlowing pkg
New tires, very good cond.lion 753-8965 after
4 30pm
ton

1976 DIPLOMAT 2 211ft
motor homer Dual OM,
seeps II AA basement,
new was Onati generator
Reduced $6,500 firm
53 7375
1976 GILES camper 28
AC turnaos. rainwater.
gas All you need tor a kin
camping trip Sleeps ap
prol 5, 52.300 or ass
3543680
SCAMPER 5111 wheel. 3201.
eel cronianed, elecInoyes.
reIngerrem gm hot waler
her,a/c. kill bath, queen
bed, very nice condition
759-9475
YOU BRING WE SELL'
753 7400
5,0

Boas
& Motors
16FT Cheers bass boat
76hp Johnson, 84,000
489-2590
1985 174 ft AstroGass
rile 150 Mercury, excellent
1 owner
condition
753-8828
1985 BAYLINER Trophy,
50h motor, toot controlled
Welling motor, 2 depth finders,live well, many extras,
$4.200 obo 759-7992

BREAKING I dolling gar
dens Yard landscaping
bush hoggong & mulching
Free esernesse 436-8430
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPET inessitation 30
plus years experience,
Gomm/snug and modem
Ii, vinyl ile barter Woo.
guaranteed Measures and
rft9Mrs Call 474-2131 or
437-454,3
CARPORTS for oars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and Mc Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excellent
value Roy HO 7694664
CHIN Chlrn Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

No Job Too Dip Of
Tee Smell
I wen mowing a greed
mane Also togrw
20 Yrs. Experience
- Free EaMememe -

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and mCall Gary at
y ce
759-4754

WANTED 1988-1990 fish
& ski, 18ft, 153hp, want
excellent 554-1548

D & 0 Lawn Care Free
estimates 489-2296
DRYWALL. finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761

YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heabng, Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service, sales and installatoon, (502) 435-4699,
435-4327

Services
Offered

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436-2060

1 1 1 1 A Hauling, moving.
dew up, odd jobs. tree
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528

WHOLESALE carpet sates
& installation Residential
or commercial Randy Lee,
502 474 2796

1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds attics, 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al Al Al Joe's mowing,
mulching, raking, tree removal Free estimates
436-2867
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal. mowing Free estimates
759-1683
A1A tree servioe Removal
trimming, hauling 8 dean
up 492-8254
A-1 carpentry work, house
p4ans drawn, rernodling,
decks, homes built, no 'job
to small, free estimates
Call JIG Construction.
436-6398.
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying. Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and instababon Replace or instal
quality Channel Master antennas, rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan.
901-642-4077.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8066
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 304 years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
merit 759-1515

BACKHOE Service - ROY
BY owner. LOVELY BRICK 1090 CHEVY Silverado, HILL
Septic system, driveRANCHER 45 wooded 350 short bed maroon.
ways, hauling, foundations,
was,ROOM TO BUILD,
grey interior, loaded. etc 7513-4664
miles from Murray, 1 Mlle to 45 XXX miles $11,800
KY lake Hwy 94. 2br. 1 435,4041
BACKHOE Service combath large living/dining
plete foundations, septic
fits
88£
loner.
PLASTIC
bed
room with stone fireplace
systems R H Nesbitt. Ms
central aciheat vaulted up GM long bed $125 sonry Phone 492-8516
ceilings huge 2 car 753-8944 after 6pm
pager 762-7221
garage workshop new Igo CHEVROLET "454
wood cabinets w w car- SS- '4 Ion tuck V-8, auto, BEST rates for lawns
pets all appliances Move p/s pew, pe. good area, mowed 753-6906
in NOW Priced below ap- 31 XXX miles Asking BIG Maintenance & lawn
praiser Cal 502 474 2789 $13150 Call 753 7537 at cam Free estimates Ask
Boll 759-4490
ENFOLDED by trees' ter 4 30pm
Great !amity areas with 2
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
fireplaces on tour lots with
Back to help wits your
lake privileges
3 bedSpring
cleaning
rooms, 2A baths 1200
Residen bat/Commercial
square toot workshop with
Campers
753-5934
gas heat Call 753 1492 at
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Century 21
1973 STARCRAFT 2311
Service Al work guaranHOME for sale by owner Best otter Cal 474-8125 teed
753 1134 or
after
4peri
753-6236
438-5132

ITS time to start thinking
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne's Lawn Sec
vice 489-2342 Free esti
ITVIMee Reasonable rates'
JEFF'S Custom Closets
Closet organizers for home
or office customed designed and installed Free
Estimate 753-9581
JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking. delung. tilling Lawns-seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush hogging Reasonable
rates 753-3413

Ten years ago
rose four-tenths c
six-tenths of 1
Five years ago
Security Council
at North's Iran-C
as a tireless and
was "no big de
One year ago:
office, President
homosexuals in tl
nel; however, the
they had found t
Today's Birthd
dian Marty Alle
Thought for To
as much as I da
Catherine Drinkc

All Types Of:

•

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Orop By And Sae Go Showroom •
Sunbury • Sterne (Mame Bonny Breen
753-5940

Its

ercsi8n8
is now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens, Mugs, Keychains, Buttons, Magnetic Business
Cards, Kites, Balloons, Desk Accessories Memo
Boards. Pons and Many, Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306 (ph

Fax)

BLONDIE

We accept Ma or MasterCard
•
Authorised
BRIGGS STRATTON
and KOHLER
Smoot Coma

Offla

kleasaiel

from Southern States

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

HEATING. Ron Hal Heating, Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replacement arid complete installbon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699

In 1806, explt
coast,' began the
In 1919, Benit
in Milan, Italy.
In 1965, Ameri
Three" blasted 01
som and John N
In 1983, Dr. a
died at the Unive
device.

COERRYS
CUSTOM ISTCHIN CASINETS
CUSTOM INOODV/ORPUMG

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring.
436-2062

In 1743, Georg

don premiere.
In 1792, Josepl
as the "Surprise
the second move
London.

WALKER Scut & trim Free
estimates 436-2784

Lamb's Small Engine

GUPTONS'S LAWN
CARE Lowest rates, best
care, free estimates
489-2590

las; however, Si

CLASSIFIED

GAIL'S Creative Designs
Computer embroidery,
9.m-2pm 753-5745

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintwog Free estimates 18
years experience. Local no
Wrences 436-2701

On March 23,
Lion, Patrick Hen
from Bntain. sa
On this date:
In A.D. 752, P

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
'onions $15, most repairs
$36 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon Fri 753-0530

753-1229 or 753-7174

1985 PROCRAFT with 120
Mercury motor, trolling motor, depth finder, live wells
CUSTOM bulldozing arid
all in good condition.
.....backhoe work, septic eye$5.000 obo 492-8298
_ '!S 354-8161 alter dom.
awe message
bush bombes
USED boats, motors trail- CUSTOM
& VINIng (up to 6-deep)
ers 8 salvage parts for sale
Boat 8 motor repair AN 489-2995
work 8 parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair. Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

Today is Wed'
283 days left it
To

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Locensed in
sured Estimate available
7513-4690

Modals Yard
Service

CONSTRUCTION Framing. $2 a square toot end
Tripp Williams
up
753-0663
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with kall
Woe of equipment Free es
ornate' Day or night
753 5484

YARD WORK
& LAWN CARE

Across

BCS Tillers

Also Repair Work

Kevin Lomb
Richard lamb

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor

I'VE 0ELO:A.1)
I SUFFER
F ROM LOW
SELF -

Experienced builder of houses,
garages pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267
CATHY

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE
Mowing

Tilling

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

WOMEN ME MALL'
TING A REAL VOICE
COUNTRY
ANO
DEPAR.TPIENT-Illt
THROUGH APRON 01

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

-

753-8222
FOR BETTER

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
now again with FOrMICe All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
L&L LAWN SERVICE cornmercsal or residential, free
estimates Cab 753-4001
after 5pm
MOODY'S mower repair.
Pick up and delivery.
753-5668
MOWING, mulching and
lawn care Free estimates
489-2280 or 753-9216
MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing. siding
painbng plumbing, con
cone Free *stymies Call
474-2307
ROOFING, vinyl siding II
replacement windows 30
years experience Free es
bineieS Call 753-6158
SEAMLESS gutters in
staled. residential or corn
menial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Bernhe 753-2874
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

• Weekly,
81- Weekly.
or One-Time
Services
• Free estimates

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

YOU CATS AI
YOU HAV

vvic 4 Installation
Cm** Heating 4 Cooling
Electrical Service 4 Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

•41•IING I(.001.A.; PffOOLA

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

GUPTOWS

LAWN CARE
Comploto Lawn Cars & Bush Hogging

ekswe

FREE
ESTIMATES

Exportienoied • Dossondeblei

For the beef rats & Mondly
WINDOW door repair I
raleletion 763-2330

GARFIELD

Call 489-2590

PEANUTS
EXCUSE ME..
15 THIS A
BARBER SHOP?

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY
ti*

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 23. the 82nd day of 1994. There are
283 days left in the year.
in
History:
Today's
Highlight
On March 23, 1775, in a speech to the Virginia PTOVUICilll Convention, Patrick Henry made his famous plea for American independence
from Britain, saying. "Give me liberty. or give me death!"
On this date:
In A.D. 752, Pope Stephen II was elected to succeed Pope Zacharias; however, Stephen died only two days later.
In 1743, George Frideric Handel's oratorio "Messiah" had iu London premiere.
In 1792, Joseph Haydn's Symphony No. 94 in G Major, also known
as the "Surprise Symphony" because of its startling crashing chord in
the second movement, was performed publicly for the first time, in
London.
In 1806, explorers Lewis and Clark, having reached the Pacific
coast,' began their journey back East.
In 1919, Benito Mussolini founded his Fascist political movement
in Milan, Italy.
In 1965, America's first two-person space flight began as "Gemini
Three" blasted off from Cape Kennedy with astronauts Virgil I. Grissom and John W. Young aboard.
In 1983, Dr, Barney Clark, recipient of a permanent artificial heart,
died at the University of Utah Medical Center after 112 days with the
device,
Ten years ago: The Labor Department reported consumer prices
rose four-tenths of 1 percent in February 1984, compared to a rise of
six-tenths of 1 percent the previous month.
Five years ago: Fawn Hall, former secretary to one-time National
Security Council aide Oliver North, completed two days of testimony
at North's Iran-Contra trial. Sometimes weeping, Hall praised North
as a tireless and selfless man,- and said their shredding of documents
was "no big deal."
One year ago: In his first formal news conference since taking
office, President Clinton suggested restricting the duty assignment of
homosexuals in the military as a way of allowing openly gay personnel: however, the idea was quickly abandoned. Scientists announced
they had found therenegade gene that causes Huntington's disease.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Akira Kurosawa is 84. Comedian Marty Allen is 72. Actress Amanda Plummer is 37.
Thought for Today: "I speak the truth, not so much as I would, but
as much as I dare; and I dare a little more, as I grow older." —
Catherine Drinker Bowen, American author (1897-1973).

Tea years ago
M.C. GarroU writes about having lunch at Calloway County
Middle School as guest of Roy
Cothran, principal, in his column.
"Garrou's Galley."
Mrs. Mary Rebecca Smith
known as "Aunt Becky" will
celebrate her 107th birthday on
March 25. She resides at West
View Nursing Home,
Clifford White was honored
March 18 in celebration of his
75th birthday at the home of Billy and Sherla Adams,
Beth Hooks, senior at Calloway County High School, has
been named to the All-Purchase
Basketball Team,
Hamp Brooks Jr., teacher of
vocational education, is speaker
at meeting of Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National Association
of Retired Federal Employees
today at Sirloin Stockade.

Twenty years ago
An extensive collection of
sheet music, printed programs of
musical events, and pictures
relating to early years of Murray
State University has been presented to MSU Library by Van
D. Valentine of Murray.
Murray Rotary Club President
Richard Farrell is pictured presented a chrA:k for $500 to Dr.
Don Jones, a member of Murray
High School Band Boosters, for
the band's trip to the Orange
Bowl at Florida.
A double page feature with
story and photographs on Murray
City Schools' Kindergarten program, one of 100 piolot programs
in Kentucky this year is published. Carolyn Bogard is instructor. The story and photos arc by
Staff Writer and Photographer
David Hill.
Thirty years ago

Becky Bailey of Calloway
County 4-H Club showed the
Grand Champion Pia in the Calloway County 4-H and FFA Hog
show and Sale Mardi 21 at Murray Livestock Yards.
A new chapter of P.E.O. Sisterhood to be known as Chapter
M. Kentucky was organized
March 20 at the home of Mrs.
Ralph Woods. Elected as officers
were Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Mrs.
R.K. Winner, Mrs. Paul Sturm,
Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley, Mrs. Ralph
Teueneer, Mrs. Edward B. Rutledge and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey Jr.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Brent Phillips:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mason Churchill; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Obie J. Mitchuson; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Garland.
Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY: After reading
about the woman who was upset
because her fiance wanted a prenuptial agreement, I had to write.
She should be happy about it —
unless she plans to "take him to the
cleaners" someday.
How I wish I had had a prenuptial agreement! I am presently in
the final stages of a very messy
divorce. My house, which was in my
name alone for four years prior to
our marriage, is now his by law!
The lawyer who prepared a
"quit-claim" deed for me in 1984
incorrectly put both our names on
it. This was supposed to be a "quitclaim" deed in the event that if I
died first, my husband could contin-

DEAR LEARNED: Your name
is not necessary, but many men
as well as women could benefit
from your costly experience, so
thanks for writing. For varied
viewpoints, read on:

ue to live in my house as long as he
wanted to, then it would go to my
daughter. Not so! Now I have to pay
my husband half the appraised
value of my home in our divorce settlement. It was paid for by my
money that I inherited from my
parents before I married him!
How's that for a trusting spouse?
He doesn't need the money; he has a
good retirement plus Social Security.
I still work, and will have to for several more years,just to pas him off.
I trusted him 10 years ago, and
look where it's gotten me. If you
print this, it may help someone out.
Use my name if you must; otherwise, sign me ...
LEARNED THE HARD WAY

DEAR ABBY: A prenuptial
agreement is a vote of no confidence. I come from a family whose
parents are divorced.(My father is
on his sixth marriage.)
I spend Much time trying to figure out what makes a marriage
work. Albert Einstein once said,
"You cannot simultaneously prepare for and prevent war."
BEEN THERE(AND BACK)

J

BIONDIE
waL.L., OUR R:IWER IS
STILL ON ANC WERE
RIGWT NEXT CIOOR

We NAVE A POWER
FAILURE OVER HERE

TCX)T51E ,
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wi4V,
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20wISR I'M TALKiNG
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

MN NON
ON, KY'
6OAL IS
113 FEEL
GOOD *OJT

FROM Li241
SELF ISTEE141

DEAR ABBY: Prenuptial and
postnuptial agreements can be hazardous to your pocketbook!
My mother was married for 24
years to my stepfather. Seven
months after they married, under
duress, she signed an agreement
stating that everything would go to
his children.
His children refused to give up
her part of the estate, thinking that
the agreement would hold. It didn't.
After lawyers' fees and-court
costs, everyone ended up losing.
Worst of all were the bitterness
and stress everyone involved
experienced.
SANDRA GILLESPIE,GEORGIA
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Apprehensive" about signing a prenuptial
agreement:
Follow Abby's advice about getting your own lawyer. Then, if you
decide to go ahead with the marriage, be prepared for a life of yours
and mine — not ours.
You will then have a business
arrangement, not a marriage. And
you will never be an equal partner.
It is not a good idea; too much
caution and lack of trust will
make the partner with less feel
undervalued.
LIVING WITH IT
DEAR ABBY: The best advice
I ever received was a suggestion for
a prenuptial agreement. The suggestion was rejected for the reasons
cited by "Apprehensive." The
biggest mistake of my life was getting married without it
My recommendation: Insist on it.
After all, she has rights and interests to be protected, too. If they
strike an equitable agreement, they
probably won't need it. If they can't
reach an agreement, they'd better
not get married.
WALTER A. FTDDER JR.,
LEBANON,PA.

CALVIN and HOBBES
0E(ADED
I SUFFER

R.L. Cooper has been named
sanitarian and assistant director
of Calloway County Health
Department. Dr. J.A. Outland is
director.
Airman Second Class Elroy
Irvin has received orders for duty
at Manilla, Phillippine Island. He
has been at Fort Benning, Ga. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Irvin of Murray.
The Rev. T.G. Shelton is pastor of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Broach, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scarbrough,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Edwards, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Doris B. Charlton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Holton, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Wayne King,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Adams.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
NE wON
BE GOiNG TO T14€
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GRATtFiC.ATION
IS THE ONLY
THING THAT
HELPS ME

AV=:'
,
For an excellent guide to becoming a
better con aaaaation•list and a more
attractive person, order "How to Be
Popular." Send a business-sized, self-

133

addreased envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.96 ($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, cu. 61054-0447.(Postage is

CATHY
'
WOMEN ME FINALL4 &ETWOMEN ME CoMLI.14 STARTTM& A REAL VOICE IN THIS MS TO BE TAKEN SERIOLISOI
IN THE WORKPLACE... AND
COUNTRY... ARO YOU HAVE
teakraimiiir uu. 1*Cci Nirkulti SWAP* Mt6R0 ARM
SUITS WITH THIGH -HIGH
THROUGH APRON DRESSES!
HOOKER STOCKINGS!

\•;,..1%

"AT THE VW/ MOMENT WE'RE "CAN WE "'TRY litiOERIE fl
ASSUME
THEY'VE TURNED
FEELING OREAT ABOUT OURAU. THE OLD
SELVES As OtINAHIIC, INTEL- YOU DOW
SMOLDER PADS
LIGENT, 4+E41.1104 411E4N6b;--FX1 -OUT
INTO PUSH-UP
THE FASHION WORLD IS FILLED THE CORBRAS'
WITH 5CAAWN4, SPACED-OUT, SET 110
HELPLESS MODELS In)
BABY-DOLL DRESSES

Emp...a.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
GENERALLY FITS
THE_ IGNITION ,
OF HIS FATHERS
.40)4
I
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IT ALSO COVERS UP MY
COILED SNAKE TATTOO

ACROSS
1 Solemn
pledge
5 Horse food
9 UK
broadcasters
12 Hawaiian
island
13 Raise
14 Hawaiian
volcano
Mauna —
15 Bristles
17 Yelling
19 Metal
attaching
device
21 Singer —
Williams
22 Shade trees
24 Sun god
25 Actress —
Charisse
26 Barrel (abbr
27 Sherlock —
29 Note well
(Lat abbr )
31 TV's Tarzan
32 Maiden loved

12

2

3

22

SIR, AH NAME 15 PATRICIA.
I'M A FRIEND OF YOUR 50N
CHUCK, TI-IE WEIR(' KID
rTL
jr—

ANYWAY, I'M
HERE TO
INTERVIEW
YOU FOR A
SC WOOL
A55I6NMENT

NO, YOU CIO AHEAD
AND CUT 44A1R.. I'LL
JUST STAND HERE

AND WATCH

7

DOWN
1 Companion
of ash
2 Motorists'
org
3 Densely
4 Tosses
5 "Tea —
coffee?
9

8

17

14

10

11

11

18
21

2011
24

23

6
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13111
16

111

25

6 Antenna
7 New Mexico
resort
8 Mrs in
Madrid
9 — as a bat
10 Sean
Connery role
11 Wary
16 Per —
le Beams
20 Speeder's
sound
22 Follow orders
23 Competent
25 Give up
27 Hurries
28 Fruit
29 Russian's

30 Type of
videotape
29 30
27
34 Swollen
8
211
2611
36 Russian news
agency
34
32
33
31
37 Pastor
39 Like salt
36
35
water
111
ill
41 Adult insect
40
41111 42 Director
11
Prerningsr
45
ill
43 Attention42
"
getting sound
44 il 44 Group of
46
46
families
Id
id
45 Comparative
51
52
ending
54III
47 In addition
55
49 Finish
50 — Moines
Iowa
53 As tar as

II

EXCUSE ME..
IS 11415 A
BARBER SHOP?
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Answor to Previous Puzzle
HOW
R HIEN E COW
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EAIR N
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R 0 L Elg
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AGREE
ETAPE
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by Zeus
33 — McMahon
34 "See you
later"
35 "Come all —
faithful"
36 Filmdom's
Shirley —
38 Permit to
39 Bachelors'
degs
40 Artificial
language
41 Tiny amount
42 Rowing tools
44 Movies
46 Prickly plant
48 Evaluated
51 "The —
Commandments
52 Kiln
54 Actor —
Wilder
55 "Peg — —
Heart'
56 Aware of
2 wds
57 Chances of
winning

4
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PEANUTS
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

1

IT KEEP5 YOLJ
WARM AMP COZY
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II

II
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II

II ilIl dUll

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 35 and occasionally color my hair, which is long
and normally quite thick. Within the
past two months, however, my hair
has been coming out by the ton and by
the root. I'm on daily doses of estrogen from a recent hysterectomy and
take good multi-vitamins, but I can't
seem to get to the root of the problem
DEAR READER: Loss of hair can
accompany many medical conditions,
including thyroid disorders, anemia,
skin diseases (such as seborrhea),
and fever. In addition, many medicines may cause thinning hair, as can
reactions to hair-coloring solutions.
Finally, most forms of hair loss in
adults are hereditary, although spotty
baldness may result in perfectly
healthy persons for no known reason.
Some studies have shown that even
stress and anxiety can lead to hair
loss
Thus, as you can see, you have
some work to do to discover the cause
of your problem.
I suggest that you be examined by a
dermatologist, who should be able to
arrive at a diagnosis and recommend
treatment. I do not believe that your
hysterectomy, estrogen replacement
or vitamin supplements are playing a
role.
Because psoriasis often causes
thinning hair, I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report "Eczema
and Psoriasis " Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long. self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY
10163 Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT- Is reheating coffee bad for your health' A friend
insists the oil in coffee separates
when cooled, causing something
detrimental to our health Since I heat
coffee daily in my microwave, I'm concerned
DEAR READER I am not aware
that reheating coffee is detrimental to
health, although this practice may
affect the taste of the brew.
I believe that you can safely continue your habit of reheating your coffee,
but the drink would certainly be more
flavorful if it were
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Area benefits counselors from throughout the region recently participated in a training program at Purchase Area Development Distnct,
Mayfield. Sherry Cooper, state trainer for Kentucky Benefits Counseling
Program conducted the workshop the group was informed of changes
in a number of programs available to the elderly as well as legal issues,
health costs, and insurance affecting the senior population Benefits
counselors are volunteers that provided information on Medicaid, Medicare. Medigap, Veterans Administration, Social Security Insurance,
;coo Stamps. and other Information Important to seniors. The PADD
ordinates this program for the eight counties of the region

South dealer
wanted to get the rubber over with
Both sides vulnerable
as soon as possible. so he removed
NORTH
the double to three notrump
•A Q4
Having now caught the fly in the
•76
trap, Sobel doubled. North treated
• K 1062
this as a personal insult and re•Q954
doubled' You may wonder why, unwEsT
EAST
der these circumstances, Sobel
*73
•J 986 5
should have any cause for complaint
IPAKQJ 108 6
•2
He had maneuvered the opponents
•4 3
•J 8 7 5
exactly to where he wanted them
•6 2
•10t4 &
But. unfortunately. while Sobel was
SOUTH
licking his chops — and before he
•K 102
had a chance to lead his fourth best
•94 3
heart — East led a club out of turn'
•A Q9
The irregularity occurred back
•A KJ 7
in the days when one of declarers
The bidding
options was the privilege of calling
South West
North East
an opening lead. So Cain cheerfully
1 NT
210)Dble
Pass
told East to put the club back in his
3 NT
Dble
tiedble
hand and asked West to lead a diaThis deal occurred many years mond Sobel had no choice but to
ago in a rubber bridge game at the comply, and the upshot was
that
Columbia Club in Indianapolis. The Cain made five notrump, thanks to
story that goes with it is heart-rend- the lead out of turn
ing, if you consider the matter solely
This resulted in an enormous
from the viewpoint of West,Al Sobel. swing,since South would have
gone
who was for many years chief tour- down three — 1,6()0 points —
with
nament director of the American a heart lead, but instead scored 1.750
Contract Bridge League
points for making three notrump
South Joe Cain opened the bid- redoubled with two overtricks
ding with one notrump and Sobel
Sobel was understandably unventured the exotic overcall of two happy Ito put it mildly) over
the
diamonds, which was doubled by outcome, but Cain enjoyed his lunch
North It being lunchtime, Cain very much that day.
Tomorrow: Stop, look and listen.

Murray Vocational School of Practical Nursing, HOSA Club members
attended 1994 state convention In Louisville March 10-12. "We Gain the
Knowledge of Today to Save Lives of Tomorrow" was the theme. Chapter members participated In competitive events with other postsecondary schools in Western Kentucky. Murray Chapter of HOSA Parliamentarian team won second in state. Team members were, top photo,
from left, Jackie Nichy, Dolores Fellows, Michelle Ashcraft, Brenda Turner, Anita Adams and Sherry Gallimore. HOSA members attending, bottom photo, were, from left, front row, Dolores Fellows, Anita Adams,
Susie Lane, Amber Ashcraft, Sherry Gallimore, back row, Nancy Brady,
Mrs. Joyce Morrison, Jackie Nichy, Michelle Ashcraft, Lori Wilson,
Brenda Turner, and Mrs. Rhanda Miller
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Tidwell of Veterans of Foreign Wars Post and Auxiliary 6291 of
.
Murray recently presented awards in the Voice of Democracy Contest.
In top photo Jamie Lizabeth Pigg, winning first place in senior division,
accepts her award from Tidwell. In bottom photo. winning first place in
:unior division and later second in state contest, accepts her award
from Tidwell. Other entries from Murray were from Heather Scott and
7 avid Graves.
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15 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices are plus tax, title and license. Due to advertising deadlines some units may
be sold

"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car or truck company."

Only$
499
•
•
•
•
•

2 Full Width. Sliding Shelves
2 Door Shelves
I Fruit/Vegetable Cr.sper
Energy Saver Switch
Textured R•versibi• Doors
Optional lee Maker

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY

Court Square - Murray

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

1993 Recipient of Chrysler Corporations Highest Honor

